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THE SKILLED
LABOR
SHORTAGE IS
A MYTH.
As long as hundreds of thou
sands of unskilled American
workers are unemployed, any
talk of a skilled labor “short
age” is 100% nonsense.
You say typists are
short
supply? How long does it take
to train somebody
a
good typist? About two months.
In two months, the shortage of
typists could disappear. (Of
course, many the new typists
might be from some minority
group or other, but would that
really matter?)
No welders around? Four
months of crash training is all
it would take to hatch a new,
skilled batch.
Draftsmen, machinists, weld
ers, assemblers, molders—the
story is the same. A few months’
training could work wonders.
Times are changing. Since World
War II, thousands of new products
and hundreds of new industries have
appeared.
Yet during this time, there has been
a systematic neglect of training for
skilled trades. Doesn’t make sense,
does it?
(The companies in best shape today
are those that sponsored training for
unskilled workers during the non
shortage years. Score
for good old
American horse sense!)

Things are changing, too. If you
think it’s still a buyer’s market in
labor you’re
for a couple of rude
shocks.
And if you still “don’t like” to hire
minority workers—for whatever rea
son—you’ll learn that your business
survival may well depend on these
same minorities.
Many of America’s top corpora
tions are already spending millions to
train people, including Negroes and
other minorities, for skilled jobs.

350 of these corporations have
formed a voluntary organization
called Plans for
They are
working hard to spread the word
about equal job opportunity and how
make it work for everybody. If you
would like more information, write:
Plans for Progress, 1800 G Street
N.W, Washington, D. C. 20006.
Training the unskilled has
7 many advantages; there are
no disadvantages.
If you hear one, it’s a myth.

Things are changing.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2
become
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LETTERS

Action program
To publish the excellent article
by Doris Cook (“Why an Ancient
Calendar in the Jet Age?” M/S,
September-October, p. 35) is not
enough. No change in the world is
put to work or is welcomed with
out effort and exhortation. Miss
Cook proved very neatly why ac
countants should have the most
personal involvement in the im
provements that a logical calendar
would bring to the world, and
business management in particular.
Does the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants have
enough concern and drive to organ
ize business and professional soci
eties to lobby for a modern calen
dar at the U. S. Congress and the
United Nations?
Certainly a thirteen-month cal
endar can’t be too controversial if
it could receive 2,058 to 9 support
at the Vatican Ecumenical Coun
cil.
If the only irregularity in the
thirteen-month universal calendar
November-December, 1966
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is splitting quarters at weekends in
the midst of months, it should be
worth the effort of selling to the
world, until the world is ready for
a really logical calendar by dis
carding seven-day weeks in favor
of twelve months of three ten-day
weeks each, with an extra holiday
at the end of each quarter and
year to fill 365 or 366 days as
needed. The national and United
Nations assemblies would have to
pass resolutions adopting the cal
endar, relocating all holidays (ad
jacent to weekends, hopefully),
and settling a method for convert
ing previous legal anniversaries
and contract dates to the nearest
equivalent dates on the new calen
dars. A universal calendar would
seem to be one issue ideally suited
for action by the United Nations.
James T. Bradbury
Holland-Suco Color Company
Holland, Michigan

Simple solution
One of the reasons, it seems to
me, that have roadblocked the
adoption of a revised calendar is
the fact that it would affect the
religious observances of Jewish,
Christian, and Islamic groups. I
feel that the influence of these re
ligious groups is great enough to
block any changes unless the sanc
tity of the holy days of each group
is respected.

A simple solution whereby this
can be done appears possible to
me. The 364 days of each year
present no problem because that
number is divisible by 7 and repre
sents 52 actual weeks. It is the
365th day and Leap Year, the
366th day, that cause the trouble.
If the 365th day were to become
the first day of the new year and
if such extra days were accumu
lated to make a leap week every
sixth or seventh year, the religious
requirements of all groups would
be satisfied because the respective
Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays
would remain immovable.
May I suggest that those who
are interested in making the cal
endar reform consider this sug
gestion, and perhaps then they
could successfully revise the cal
endar.
Sidney E. Jaffe, Controller
Federation of Jewish Agencies of
Greater Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pa.
Another calendar
I read your article in the Sep
tember-October issue of Manage
ment Services about our ancient
calendar. May I compliment you
upon a very well written article.
Certainly it opened many new
avenues of thought for me as well
as nicely solving the problems pre
sented by the various calendars. I
1
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SOLAR-EARTH CALENDAR

Copyright 1966, H. Lewis Guiler, Jr.

really wonder how long it will
take to change our present calen
dar. With the world becoming
smaller, it also becomes larger in
problems and complexity, and the

hopes for a better calendar seem
dim indeed.
May I take the liberty of sug
gesting still another calendar (as
shown above), which I believe
would gain acceptance by religious
and labor groups. Some of the ac
countants’ problems have been

overlooked or magnified; however,
with some thought, I believe, this
calendar could ... in the long run
simplify the accountants’ prob
lems.
[It would have the following ad
vantages : ]
1. Two two-week holidays per
year
2. An extra day (365th) for
Labor Day
3. Twenty-one paid holidays per
year (compared to ten days nor

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2

mal vacation and nine paid holi
days now)
4. All months equal
5. All quarters equal (The first
quarter includes Days of Creation;
the second quarter includes Lunar
Days; the third quarter includes
Solar Days; the fourth quarter in
cludes Worship Days.)
6. Each of these vacation weeks
would become a separate reporting
period for those companies work
ing but would be included with the
Management Services
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MACHINE CONTROLS

• COM
PUTERS •

DATA PROCESSING

TYPESETTING • COMMUNICATIONS

IDEAL
TAPE
SPLICER
MODEL SC-2

For Splicing and
Editing All
Perforated Tapes

DATA PROCESSING
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Christ’s Resurrection will discover
that the memorial of the Resurrec
tion falls on Year-End Day, and a
week later, seven days later, the
Resurrection memorial falls on
Saturday in the new calendar.
Similar difficulties will face
those who worship on the seventh
day of the week. This involves not
only Jews but also Christians, such
Seventh-Day Adventists and
Seventh-Day Baptists.
M. E. Loewen, Director
Religious Liberty Department
General Conference
of Seventh-Day Adventists
Washington, D.C.
* Italics supplied by the author of
the letter

• COM
PUTERS •

Historic continuity
Your informative article, “Why
an Ancient Calendar in the Jet
Age?” . . . was intended to sell
calendar revision.
Seventh-day Adventists do not
oppose calendar reform, but we do
object to any plan that will dis
turb the historic continuity of the
week. Any calendar that begins
the year on the same day of the
week each year will of necessity
interrupt the continuity of the
week.
There was a statement near the
close of the article that gives the
wrong impression. The Vatican
Council, October 29, 1963, ap-

approved the idea of fixing the
date for Easter in the Gregorian
Calendar* It stated clearly that
it would not approve any calendar
revision that would disturb the
regular succession of weeks. In ac
tuality Mr. Rothe received no ap
proval whatever. The Vatican
Council action reads:
“The council considers the wish
expressed by many for a fixed
Easter Sunday, and for a perma
nent calendar, to be of no small
moment, and hence, after paying
due heed to the consequences that
may follow from such a new cal
endar, declares:
“The council is not opposed to
fixing Easter on a determined Sun
day in the Gregorian calendar*
provided this is agreeable to
others who are concerned with the
problem, especially the Christian
brethren separated from commu
nion with the Holy See.
“Similarly, the council is not op
posed to the various initiatives for
establishing a perpetual civil cal
endar, provided the week of seven
days with its Sunday is safe
guarded and provided the regular
succession of weeks* remains in
tact—unless most serious reasons
would, in the judgment of the Holy
See, persuade otherwise.”
Any Year-End Day inserted at
the end of the year to cause the
New Year to fall on the same day
of the week disturbs the regular
weekly cycle. In
Achelis’
World Calendar the last day of the
year is Saturday, December 30.
The next day is Sunday, of course,
but the new calendar calls it YearEnd Day. The next day is desig
nated Sunday, January I, but it is
actually Monday. The weekly cycle
has been broken.
The Christian who worships
on Sunday in commemoration

MACHINE CONTROLS

proper quarter for quarterly re
ports.
Leap Day would be a quadren
nial holiday. . . . All other holidays
would fall on Saturday or Sunday,
i.e., Thanksgiving would be No
vember 27. Easter Sunday would
continue to be the first Sunday af
ter the first full moon that falls on
or next after the vernal equinox
(March 17, by my calendar).
New Year’s Day has been placed
on “The Wednesday of Creation,”
as this is representative of the
fourth day of creation when the
stars came into view and for the
first time a year could be measured.
Christmas Day has been placed
on the fourth day of worship, as it
was on the fourth day of creation
that the stars appeared, and a star
signified the birth of Christ.
I choose to call this calendar
the Solar-Earth Calendar, refer
ring to the relationship that exists
between the sun and its planet
earth.
H. Lewis Guiler, Jr.
Manager, Systems and Procedures
United Vintners, Inc.
San Francisco, Calif.

DONAULD INC.
P. O. Box 104, Ridgewood, N, J.
Tel. 201-444-6573
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A. Wayne Corcoran

A Proposal for Condensing Diverse Accounting Procedures

Because accounting has developed historically, out of
actions, rather than logically, out of principles, every
accounting report has its own format, understood only
by the initiated. Besides being annoying, bewildering,
and time-consuming, this lack of interrelationship is

unnecessary, in this author’s view. He argues that
even though accounting inputs and outputs must dif
fer, the allocation of inputs to outputs can be stan
dardized — through use of the mathematical tool of
matrices.

p. 26

E. Tigges • Use of Accounting Data in Decision Making
With the movement toward total information systems,
the role of accounting — and of accountants — is
changing. This article, one of five descriptions of ac
tual company practice presented at a recent univer
sity symposium, reviews some of the contributions

Thomas S. Dudick

accounting data are making to decision making at
Owens-Illinois, Inc. The applications discussed include
forecasting, planning, and budgeting; performance re
porting; return on investment analysis; pricing; and
management science.

p. 33

Return on Investment Costing and Pricing

As manufacturing becomes more highly mechanized,
direct labor costs are increasingly overshadowed by
overhead. Thus, this author maintains, machine hours
are a more logical base than direct labor for calcu-

lating overhead costs. Here he outlines a method for
developing machine-hour rates and goes on to pro
pose a novel concept of setting prices so
to provide
for an adequate return on investment.

Stanley Shein • A Practical Data Processing Application for a Small Business
Service centers have brought electronic data process
ing within the reach of nearly every business, but that
does not mean that computers are the answer to
every business problem. The small businessman who
wants to automate the wrong application or utilize

p. 15

p. 40

needlessly elaborate equipment should be restrained
and redirected — as was done in the case that is re
lated in this article. Attention should always be given
first to increasing the efficiency of the existing manual
system.
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p. 45

Myron J. Hubler, Jr. • The Make or Buy Decision
Whether to make or to buy a product, component,
building, or machine is one of the most common and
most important decisions that the management of
nearly every manufacturing company must make. Vol
umes have been written on the analytical bases of

this decision. Limiting the discussion to product com
ponents, this article briefly reviews some of the major
noncost factors that must be considered and suggests
a framework for comparing the costs of making with
those of buying.

Joe F. Moore • What Operations Research Means to the Accountant
Even the accountant who does not participate directly
in operations research work is being affected by busi
ness’ growing interest in this field. The accounting
system is the source of most of the data used by
operations researchers and the outlet for many of
their recommendations. As this author points out,

p. 52

many OR men are dissatisfied with traditional ac
counting formats. As more executives come under the
influence of this new discipline, there will be increas
ing pressure on accountants to tailor their reports
more closely to management’s decision making needs.
Here are some of the things accountants can do.

Annual Index — 1966

p. 61

Lists, by authors and by subject category, of all major articles published in Management Services this year.

DEPARTMENTS

People, events, techniques

p.

people are writing about
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p. 58

Current books and magazine articles on subjects of interest to management and management consultants.
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REMINDER

Except for genuine hardship cases,

volume mailers must pre-sort by
Zip Code on or before January 1,1967
The Zip Code deadline is January 1,1967.

After that, only mail that is properly Zip-coded
will be eligible for Second Class and Third Class
Bulk rates. Unzipped mail will be accepted only
at the higher single piece rate.
If you have not Zipped yet, you had better start
right now!

Plenty of help is available. Both the U.S. Post
Office and many private companies in the “mail
sector” have already helped thousands of compa
nies to Zip their lists quickly and efficiently. To
help speed up your Zip conversion:
1. Call your local Postmaster. He will advise you
on ways and means of converting to Zip, and
show you how the Post Office can supply the
Zip numbers you need for a nominal fee of only
$1.50 per thousand.

2. Talk to your lettershop, addressing equipment
salesmen, computer firms and other mail-ori
ented suppliers. They have developed many in
genious methods for Zipping lists at minimum
cost to you.

Zip Code is here to stay!
Most businessmen clearly recognize that only
through the modern Zip Code system can the Post
e hope to offer low bulk rates. But many are


https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2
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also learning to their surprise that Zip Code offers
additional benefits to them.
During Zip conversion it is easy to clean your
list of duplicate and dead addresses. Zip filing
order makes “look-ups” quicker and easier. Zip
Codes are already speeding mail deliveries, and a
number of businesses find that Zip territorial divi
sions are useful tools in marketing, sales and other
unexpected areas.

IMPORTANT
Extensions have been given to mailers who demon
strated that they had made a substantial effort in
good faith to comply with the deadline but were un
able to do so because of circumstances beyond their
control.

Remember: Zip Code means better postal service
at lowest cost to you. There are and will be prob
lems for all of us to solve. But we can be sure of
one fact: January 1 starts a whole new era of postal
efficiency and economy that will benefit your
government, your customers and your business.

Contributed by this magazine as a public service
in cooperation with The Advertising Council
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people, events, techniques
Expanding Economy Will Even Absorb Most Unskilled Workers Faster Than
Automation Can Displace Them Through 1975, Labor Department Predicts

Glad tidings for those who fear
their jobs will be taken over by
the computer come from the U.S.
Labor Department. Even the un
skilled worker, supposedly hope
lessly doomed, will survive the
technological developments of the
next decade, according to a new
manpower survey.
“America’s Industrial and Occu
pational Manpower Requirements
1964-75,” issued by the Labor De
partment’s Bureau of Labor Sta
tistics, says the overall demand for
workers will grow sharply through
1975. Professional workers will be
in the heaviest demand, but, re
ports the Labor Department, “the
major conclusion of this study,
which takes into account every
technological change in American
industry that can be identified and
makes a careful appraisal of its
potential effect on employment, is
that the overall demand for less
skilled workers will not decrease
over this 11-year period.”
The Labor Department’s BLS
estimates that by 1975 white-collar
workers will make up 54 per cent
of the work force. Blue-collar
workers will represent only 33 per
November-December,
1966
Published
by eGrove, 1966

cent of the working force, even
though job needs in this sector will
increase 17 per cent.

Assumptions
In publicly announcing its pro
jections, the Labor Department
emphasized that its estimates were
based on assumptions of longrange economic growth provided
by the National Commission on
Automation and Technological
Progress, which asked BLS to
make the study.
These assumptions were:
By 1975 a 91.4-million work
force would exist, with 88.7 million
workers actually employed (mean
ing an unemployment rate of 3 per
cent, virtually full employment).
Peacetime conditions like those
existing before the Vietnam build
up would exist in 1975—which
would mean 2.7 million in the
armed forces, approximately the
1964 level.
Scientific and technological ad
vances would proceed
they
have in the past, and research and
development expenditures would
continue to grow but at a slower

rate than has been true during the
past 15 years.
The Labor Department warned
that its projections of future em
ployment needs will be affected in
sofar as actual events alter the
Commission’s assumptions.
Assuming they are accurate, the
BLS predicts that by 1975 4.5
million more professional and tech
nical workers will be needed—54
per cent above today’s require
ments. This is the sharpest increase
predicted for any single job cate
gory.
Additional needs for engineers
and even greater demand for scien
tists will be brought about by an
increasingly technological economy
plus expanding research and de
velopment programs.
Technological innovations in
teaching, such as educational tele
vision and teaching machines, will
not reduce the need for teachers
but will greatly increase the need
for researchers, writers, electronic
technicians, and broadcast engi
neers.
Although the rate of growth in
manufacturing will be less than in
other categories, job needs in this
9
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sector will increase annually by
more than 1.3 per cent, which is
more than double the rate of
growth between 1947 and 1964.
This increase will be due mainly to
continuing economic growth and to
a rising population. Use of com
puters and instrumentation in
manufacturing production will in
crease employment among techni
cal, maintenance, and supervisory
workers, but the need for produc
tion workers will continue the
decline of recent years.
Some industries will be less sus
ceptible to automation advances
than others, the Labor Department
. For instance, little
employof 
4
ment change is anticipated for real
estate firms because of their small
size, while automation is expected
to have a sharper impact on bank 
ing, insurance, communications,
and air transportation. In spite
the job-shrinking effects of automa
tion, most industries will show job
growth. For example, construction
employment will experience a proj
ected one-third increase in man
power to more than million, and
it would grow even faster were it
not for anticipated improvements
in tools and building technique.

Minority groups
The report also projects employ
ment trends among several minor
ity groups. Nonwhite workers, un
less they “gain access to white-col
lar and skilled jobs at a faster rate
than they have in recent years,”
will continue to have a heavierthan-average unemployment rate.
Although the numbers of female
workers will increase faster than
the work force as a whole, the rise
in white-collar jobs should enable
women to find employment easily.
However, the report warns, women
can expect more competition from
men in such traditionally female
jobs as social work, teaching, and
library work.
With the supply of younger
workers growing at such a fast
rate, youngsters will continue to
experience a high rate of unem
ployment unless industry takes
8

such steps as promoting them
faster to skilled jobs or lowering
the minimum age for workers in
certain occupations, using the
younger workers as apprentices or
aides to the relatively more scarce
and experienced workers.

Joint Ventures Expected
To Become Increasingly
Important Abroad: NICB
International joint ventures are
multiplying rapidly and are ex
pected to continue to increase over
the next decade.
In fact, “many believe that the
international joint business venture
will become the most important ve
hicle of private foreign invest
ment,” according to a National In
dustrial Conference Board survey
of 146 top-level businessmen in
54 countries.
NICB found the strongest sup
port for joint ventures in the de
veloping nations, where money and
technology are desperately needed
to build basic industry. Although
the consensus of those surveyed
was that initially the underde
veloped countries will gain most
from the spread of joint ventures,
ultimately all countries will share
in expanded trade and improved
international political climate, the
NICB reports.
The majority of companies sur
veyed believe that joint ventures,
by pooling resources, experience,
and abilities, can offer widespread
benefits—in unlocking new markets;
opening up world trade; providing
capital, skills, and technology
where they are most needed; and
helping to erase the wide eco
nomic and political gap between
the poorer and richer nations.
One of the major appeals of
joint ventures, according to the
NICB survey, is that they reduce
many of the risks, both economic
and political, of foreign invest
ments. For instance, having a local
partner not only serves as a safe
guard against outright expropria

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2

tion in the more unstable coun
tries but also offers protection
against nationalistic sentiment,
which exists to some extent in all
nations.
The major hazards of joint ven
tures are divergent objectives and
management practices, lack of
mutual confidence and respect, and
failure to anticipate and resolve
conflicts of interest before agree
ments are signed. As an Australian
executive points out: “Partnership,
like marriage, should not be en
tered into lightly and not at all if
there is any doubt that it can be
continued.”

Reluctance
Some companies, however, are
still wary of joint ventures and ac
cept them only when they are
made mandatory by the policies of
the host country. The chief reason
for this reluctance is that shared
ownership means shared manage
ment and shared profits, plus a loss
of the essential freedom and con
trol that go with single, complete
ownership. Other companies want
ing to take advantage of shared
risk and knowhow nevertheless in
sist on majority equity or exten
sive contractual safeguards to pro
tect their financial and manage
ment interests. Still others will
voluntarily accept a minority own
ership in order to enter highly
competitive markets or those mar
kets which are virtually closed to
outsiders by protective trade or in
vestment barriers.
In general, the survey finds that
while executives show a strong
preference for majority ownership
in joint ventures with foreign part
ners, a considerable number of
them favor the practical and psy
chological benefits of the “50-50
partnership.”
The NICB survey also notes that
to a great extent the acceptability
of the joint venture depends upon
the type of venture to be estab
lished. Many executives stressed
that they would consider forming
joint ventures in manufacturing but
preferred to avoid them in mining
Management Services
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In a rare display of almost the entire history of computers, this data processing room at Aetna Life & Casualty Insur
ance, Hartford, Conn., houses three generations of computers all of which are still in use. At left is IBM 705, which uses
vacuum tube circuits; in center is IBM 7074, which uses transistorized circuits; at right is IBM System/360 Model
365 with micro-miniaturized circuits. A job that took the 705 four minutes takes six-tenths of a second on the 360.

or other extractive operations
which might lead to conflicts
interest caused by the general in
stability of raw materials prices and
governmental pressures to bring
national resources under local con
trol.

Western Union,
Search Group, Form
National Service
Information Science, Inc., White
Plains, New York, is offering a new,
nationwide job-finding service, us
ing a computer to match qualified
men and women with professional
positions on a continuous, confi
dential basis.
The service, called PICS (Per
sonnel Information Communica
tion System), is being marketed for
Information Science, Inc., by West
ern Union. Western Union has
purchased a one-third interest in
the system with an option to ac
quire the remaining interest at a
later date.
The purchase is Western Union’s
first investment in an outside busi
ness in the new information field
it is entering.
November-December,
Published
by eGrove, 1966 1966

Information Science plans to use
Western Union’s computer center
network,
communication system,
and its nationwide network of tele
graph offices to automate PICS so
that the job-search service will
operate coast to coast on a real
time basis.
The PICS service, which uses
computers to match the qualifica
tions, earnings, and other data
about professional, technical, and
administrative people with the re
quirements of employers looking
for identical talents, works like
this:
Executives, scientists, account
ants, engineers, salesmen, and
others who want to be kept in
formed of opportunities in their
own or related fields, simply call
Western Union and ask for “Oper
ator 77.” Operator 77 takes the
caller’s name and address, and he
is sent information about the ser
vice including special forms for
listing the applicant’s skills, quali
fications, present position, and
salary requirements.
When the applicant returns the
data, they are stored in a central
computer system. For a member
ship fee of $1 a month, payable an
nually, an individual’s skills, pref
erences, and background are clas

sified in more than 1,300 different
categories. These individual pro
files are matched daily with all
career opportunities.
Employers seeking talent call
Western Union and ask for “Oper
ator 88.” They are sent “recruit
agram” forms on which they list
job specifications and salaries be
ing offered. When these forms are
returned, this information is also
fed into the PICS computer, which
matches individual skills against
the job opportunity.

Skill-matching process
The computer checks each job
against all PICS members. Each
time an individual’s record matches
an opening which represents a
higher salary for him, he receives
a detailed description of the job.
At the same time, a confidential
resume is sent to the interested
company. The individual is identi
fied on the resume only by code.
The identity of any PICS mem
ber is revealed only if the com
pany is interested in interviewing
him. He is under no obligation to
accept or even consider the posi
tion and if he does accept a posi
tion there is no placement fee.
Employers using the PICS ser
911
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The Council is a nonprofit or
vice pay a fee for each computer
ments with the aid of outside
ganization dedicated to coordinat
search firms.
search and a nominal fee for each
ing hospital and health services
resume which matched the posi
• Only thirty-eight per cent pro
tion on the computer search. An
and to planning the development
mote as many as ninety per cent or
employer can specify the number
of these services in relation to com
more of their own executives from
munity
needs.
of resumes desired.
within
their own ranks.

In addition to its skills-matchThis assignment to Western
• Fifteen per cent promote half
ing function, PICS provides its
Union follows the earlier develop
or fewer of their executives from
ment of a similar system for pedi
members with a comprehensive
within.
atric bed assignment. Inaugurated
salary analysis showing each mem
• Ten per cent conduct their
in June of this year, the system
ber where he stands in his profes
own staff searches to find fifty per
links nine Brooklyn hospitals and
sion with comparisons according
cent or more of their executive re
to age group, experience level, and
medical centers to a computer cen
placements.
ter located at the State University
educational background.
As Donald E. DeVoto, president
Information Science emphasized
of New York Downstate Medical
of DeVoto Associates, pointed out,
Center in Brooklyn.
that it is not in the employment
the very large corporations sur
agency business and PICS is not
veyed have large personnel de
primarily for the unemployed job
partments of their own and can
seeker. A separate information ser
probably rely on promotion from
Survey Shows Most Large within much more than the thous
vice for agencies concerned with
immediate job placements will be
ands of middle-sized businesses
Firms Use Outside
announced early in 1967, the com
throughout the country. Another
Executive Recruiters
pany said.
survey is planned for the future, he
said, to explore the full extent of
Nearly three-fourths of the na
outside recruitment of executive
tion’s 500 largest corporations en
personnel.
Western Union Receives
gage the services of outside execu
tive recruiting firms to locate ex
Hospital Planning
ecutive employees.
Honeywell Announces
This was the conclusion of a
Contract in New York
survey of executive hiring habits
Price Increases on
recently conducted by DeVoto As
The Hospital Review and Plan
sociates, Inc., a Chicago-based
ning Council of Southern New
Entire 200 Line
management consulting firm which
York, Inc., has awarded Western
specializes in executive recruiting
Honeywell, Inc., recently an
Union a contract for a study of the
projects for its clients.
nounced a range of price increases
feasibility of a computer communi
The 500 companies polled in the
in the rental and purchase prices
cations system which will provide
survey were those listed in For
of its Series 200 computer equip
information on hospital beds avail
tune magazine’s directory of Amer
ment.
able for emergency cases in Brook
ica’s largest corporations.
Effective December 15, the in
lyn, New York.
According to the answers of
creases will vary from 2 to 4
The study will determine the
nearly two hundred directors of
per cent, depending upon the type
most effective means by which the
industrial relations responding to
of equipment and the term of the
42 municipal, voluntary, and pro
questions posed in the survey, sev
lease involved. Present leasehold
prietary hospitals in Brooklyn may
enty-four per cent of the compa
ers will not be affected by the in
exchange information on the status
nies engage recruiting firms one or
crease until their contract terms
of hospital beds according to hos
two
times
a
year;
ten
per
cent
use
expire,
the company said.
pital departments—i.e., beds for
them
to
hire
from
ten
to
twenty
According
to Walter W. Finke,
emergency adult medical and sur
executives
annually;
and
five
per
vice
president
of Honeywell’s com
gical, pediatric medical and sur
cent use outside firms more than
puter group, Honeywell intends to
gical, and obstetrics.
increase its expenditures for soft
twenty times a year.
The 16-week study is being con
ware (compilers, operating sys
Although top corporations pre
ducted in ten representative hos
fer to promote from within when
tems, applications packages, and
pitals in Brooklyn. When it is com
ever suitable executives are avail
other types of programs) by more
pleted, Western Union will make
able among their own staffs, the
than 50 per cent this coming year.
a complete report to the Council
survey showed that—
“This factor,” Finke said, “com
which will include recommenda
bined with the increasing costs of
• Forty-four per cent of the
tions for system design and speci
companies hire more than ten per
obtaining money to finance the
fications for hardware, programing,
cent of their executive replace
rapid growth of our deferred-in
and operations.
10
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come business, has necessitated the
selected price increases.”
The increases only apply to the
six computer systems in Honey
well’s third-generation Series 200
line.
Other major manufacturers have
indicated that they are keeping
close tabs on the computer price
situation. Shortly before the Hon
eywell announcement, IBM Cor
poration announced a 3 per cent
increase in renting prices of most
elements of the IBM System/360
computer line, effective January 1.
IBM also reduced the purchasing
prices of the same items, how
ever, by 3 per cent, retroactive to
September 19. RCA and Control
Data Corporation indicated that
they are studying the price situ
ation but as yet have not an
nounced any decisions. General
Electric announced an increase
about 4 per cent in rental charges
on its GE-400 and GE-600 series
of computers and the Datanet-30
communications controller, effective
October 24.

Honeywell Shows New
Control Computer at
California Meeting
Honeywell, Inc., showed
new
est control computer, the μ-COMP
DDP-516, at the San Francisco
Fall Joint Computer Conference
held early in November.
Company authorities say DDP516 is designed to double Honey
well’s share of the small control
computer market, currently grow
ing at a rate of 20 to 25 per cent
each year.
The on line-real time machine
can be used for a variety of pur
poses. Honeywell claims it is
equally adapted to such applica
tions as physics research, railroad
control, data reduction, and proc
ess control.
The new product, which is avail
able for delivery in 90 days, is a
product of Honeywell’s Computer
Control Division, the entity creNovember-December, 1966
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Honeywell introduced its new Model
516 control computer at the recent
San Francisco Fall Joint Computer
Conference, held early in November.

ated when the Computer Control
Company, Inc., joined Honeywell,
Inc., in May of this year.
Basic price for the machine with
teletype is $25,000, says Honey
well. It has a 72-command instruc
tion repertoire with a memory
capacity of 4,096 words. Memory
can be increased to 32,768 words.
Cycle time is 960 nanoseconds (bil
lionths of a second).

Electronics Invades
The Animal Kingdom,
Milk Output
If Elsie the cow hasn’t been pro
ducing her share of milk and but
ter fat, she had better get to work,
because her pasture may soon be
under the watchful eye of a com
puter.
The Dairy Herd Improvement
Computing Service in Provo, Utah,
is now using an IBM 360 to help
take some of the guesswork out
of herd management. DHI serves
1,400 member farms of the Dairy
Herd Improvement Association and
keeps records on a total of 120,000
cows.
Under the new DHI system,
dairymen are supplied with spe

cial forms on which once each
month they enter the daily weight
of milk and percentage of butter
fat each of their cows produces.
They then send these forms to
DHI’s headquarters where the in
formation is punched into IBM
cards and fed into the 360 com
puter.
The computer then prints out a
record of the cow’s current pro
duction along with its historical
production figures, which have
been on file in the computer.
Another sheet is printed out show
ing the individual cow’s standing
in relation to the rest of the herd.
“By comparing production rec
ords with breeding,” said Bliss H.
Crandall, owner of DHI, “the
dairyman knows which sires and
dams to breed, which to provide
additional feed, and which to cull
from the herd.”
So watch out, Elsie, or you may
soon be culled by an IBM 360
Model 30 computer.

Managers, Not Owners,
Main Beneficiaries of
Mergers, Study Says
It is not the stockholder who
benefits from mergers but the man
agers of the acquiring company.
It is not the merger-minded
but the firm that relies exclusively
on internal growth that offers the
stockholder the most profitable
deal.
At least these are the conclusions
drawn in a study conducted by
John Bossons, Kalman J. Cohen,
and Samuel Richardson Reid,
which Reid recently presented be
fore the Senate Subcommittee on
Antitrust and Monopoly.
The authors are, respectively, as
sistant professor and associate pro
fessor
economics and industrial
relations at Carnegie Institute of
Technology and visiting Ford
faculty research fellow at Carnegie
Tech.
In testing their hypothesis that
“large firms which merge are firms
11
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Instead
the authors
attribute
this Vol.
which tend
to be oriented
more
study, they doubt that their find
persistence of continued merger
to managers’ interests than to
ings will be altered significantly.
programs to management’s inde
stockholders’ interests,” the three
The study does not present an
pendence from stockholders and to
economists studied merger and
entirely gloomy picture for mergermanagement’s desire for “security,
stock market performance of 478
minded companies, however. In
power, prestige, and advancement
large U.S. industrial firms  from
addition to the 74 companies that
within the firm.”
1951 to 1961. The following are
actively merged and the 48 com
It is not surprising that this study
among their more important find
panies that did not merge at all,
has raised a howl from those on
ings:
the economists studied the per
Wall Street who play the merger
• Common stock prices of com
formance of 356 companies that
game with gusto and has stirred up
panies that grew only internally
only made from one to ten acqui
controversy among experts in
shot up 680 per. cent during the
sitions from 1951 to 1961. The
Washington and in the academic
ten years under study, while ac
authors found some evidence that
world. Some critics question the
tively acquiring companies (with
the more active merger-makers
authors’ statistical work, and bank
11 or more mergers on record) ad
(those with 11 or more acquisi
ers and brokers active in mergers
vanced only 307 per cent, on the
tions) do a better job for their
deny that management puts its
average.
stockholders than the mere dilet
interests before those of the stock
• Companies growing internally
tantes in the merger game—per
holders. They explain mergers by
showed better results in earnings
haps because managers improve
pointing to management’s desire
per share than merging companies,
their administrative procedures
to exploit new markets, arguing
where earnings for pre-merger
after grappling with the first few
that mergers help save time and
stockholders were diluted by new
acquisitions. However, the authors
mistakes and that the new ac
acquisitions.
still warn that even the more ex
quisition usually adds stability,
• Even when the economists
perienced merging companies can’t
diversity, and ultimately bigger
broke down the list of companies
beat the stock or profit perform
profits to company operations.
into various industries, the results
ance of the companies that expand
The authors say it would be nice
for the most part were similar, al
internally.
if this were so, but the figures say
though in some sectors, such as
The study, “Mergers for Whom—
otherwise. Economists are just as
machinery, petroleum, and paper,
Managers or Stockholders?” was
unwilling to dispute the classical
the merger rate did not reflect any
published by the Graduate School
economic theory of the profit mo
significant statistical difference in
of Industrial Administration, Car
tive as prime mover in an efficient
stock prices. However, consider
negie Institute of Technology, in
market economy as are the merger
able disparities showed up in
April, 1966.
makers, but, Reid warns, “If econ
other industries. For instance, in
omists are going to have any im
chemicals stock prices advanced
pact
at all in this area, they must
per cent for the internal
Executives in Charge
explore the possibility that man
growth companies as compared
agerial and stockholder interests
with a 158 per cent advance for
Of Foreign Operations
may differ, and that the profit mo
the most active merger-makers.
tive may not operate as well as
Stocks in primary metals rose 294
Rise Fast, NICB Says
theory supposes in large, publicly
per cent for the companies de
held firms.”
pending on internal growth, while
The executive responsible for in
Federal Trade Commission econ
stock prices declined 174 per cent
ternational business operations in
omist Willard F. Mueller told the
for those most active in the
many American companies is be
Senate subcommittee that the num
coming increasingly important in
merger game.
ber of large-scale mergers had con
the company hierarchy as inter
tinued to increase through the first
national business itself becomes
Why mergers?
half of 1966 and offered the au
more important.
thors some support, saying that
The big question is—if mergers
A recent report by the National
“their explanation may be overdon’t generate profits for the pre
Industrial Conference Board, based
simple, but it may also be as good
merger stockholders and thus do
on a study of 200 large and small
a single explanation of mergers
little to boost the company’s stock
firms doing a substantial business
as profit maximization.”
performance (presuming that one
abroad, documents this change.
The three economists do admit
affects the other), then why do
“The signs are all about us,” re
the possibility that the study covers
companies persist in playing the
ports H. Bruce Palmer, Conference
too brief a time span to indicate
Board president, “with presidents
merger game?
the ultimate profitability of largeThe authors suggest that the
of international divisions becoming
scale mergers. But even though
profit motive is no longer first on
presidents of the parent company,
they eventually plan to update the
the list of managerial objectives.
with international units disappear
12
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ing from the company organiza
tion chart, and with the interna
tionalization of the top manage
ment structure and the merging of
international and domestic respon
sibilities into integrated global as
signments.
“Some believe that before
another fifty years have passed
the separate foreign division will
be an anachronism,” he continued.
“Companies with serious foreign
interests will no longer think or
act as if the United States were
‘home’ and other countries were
‘abroad’ but will view the whole
world
home.”
The NICB study also finds that
the international executive’s au
thority is often equal to or greater
than that of executives in charge
of domestic divisions. Approxi
mately seventy per cent of the ex
ecutives have officer status in their
firms, while an even larger per
centage are members of top-level
committees and thus have a voice
in broad company policy decisions.

IBM Service Bureaus
Establishing National
Network, Based on 360s
IBM’s Service Bureau Corpora
tion has announced that more than
seventy of its local Service Bu
reaus will be tied into a national
network linked by 12 central proc
essing stations by 1969.
Each of the local bureaus will
be equipped with a System/360
data processor, ranging in size
from the basic Model 30 up to the
Model 75. Local customers requir
ing the use of even larger 360s
will have them available through
data communications links between
the local bureau and the Central
Processing Bureau.
This will make it possible, ac
cording to SBC spokesmen, for the
corporation to offer a complete
range of services to any customer
at any location, whether his need
is for scientific or commercial data
processing.
November-December, 1966
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Twenty-five System/360s have
already been installed, and each
of the Central Processing Bureaus
is scheduled to have two Model
30s and one Model 20 360 installed
and operating within eight months.
All 12 of the Central Bureaus will
be tied together by data transmis
sion lines within nine months. The
entire network, utilizing more than
125 System/360s and 181,000 miles
of leased private communications
lines, will be completely opera
tional by 1969.

IBM offers hospital unit
To help hospitals cope with a
rising flood of laboratory tests, IBM
has announced an electronic in
formation-gathering system espe
cially designed for clinical labo
ratories.
The new IBM 1080 records the
results of hundreds of varieties of
clinical tests, as they are per
formed, in machine-readable form
— either on punched cards or
punched paper tape. The cards or
tape are then processed by a com
puter to yield printed reports on
test results for immediate delivery
to doctors or laboratory managers.
Directly connected to laboratory
instruments, the IBM 1080 elimi
nates most of the errors that can
occur in transcribing instrument
readings by hand. Patient speci
mens, for example, are each as
signed an identification number
which is automatically recorded
along with each test result so that
mix-ups will not occur. The com
puter can also be instructed to per
form a “reasonability test” to see if
a patient’s test results are in keep
ing with his medical history.
The basic 1080 system includes
an IBM 1081 Model 2 control unit,
through which all information
about laboratory tests and speci
mens is fed, and either a card or
paper tape punch. Test results can
be processed by IBM computers al
ready in use in many hospitals. The
basic 1080 data acquisition system
can also be expanded for use with
automated instruments. Deliveries
will begin in mid-1967.

AICPA Calls for More

Stress on ‘Concepts’ in
Accounting Education
Developments in management
brought about by new methods in
mathematics, statistics, and prob
ability and the problem solving
potential of computers are two of
the factors creating a need for
sharp changes in the traditional
accounting curriculum.
That is the principal theme of
“Horizons for a Profession” in the
September issue of the Journal of
Accountancy, official publication of
the American Institute of CPAs.
The article, by Robert Roy, dean
of engineering science, Johns Hop
kins University, and James H. MacNeill, chairman of the department
of accounting, Fordham University,
is a preliminary report on a study
to be published next year by the
AICPA.
The study, jointly financed by
the Carnegie Corporation and the
AICPA, was aimed at finding the
“common body of knowledge”
needed by those entering the ac
counting profession in the future
as beginning CPAs. The findings
stress the need for today’s ac
counting education to emphasize
“conceptual understanding over
procedural skill.”
The authors predict an ac
counting education trend with
much heavier emphasis on instruc
tion in basic disciplines and rela
tively less on descriptions of ex
perience. There should be more in
struction in mathematics, statistics,
and probability than there has
been, the article says, since mathe
matical and statistical techniques
are being applied to problems of
decision making in business.
“Accounting,” says the article,
“as the oldest and best established
of the quantitative techniques to
aid in managerial decisions, is in a
singularly strong position with re
spect to those new methods, pro
vided there is requisite knowledge,
creativity, and imagination to use
them.”
13
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Off-the-job traffic accidents
cost U.S. industry
$1.9 billion last year.

Carrier Corporation
took a cold look at this
hot problem. And
Off-the-job traffic accidents have
become a multi-billion dollar
headache. That’s why Carrier
Corporation, Midwest Steel, Ana
conda Company, Delco-Remy,
and dozens of other progressive
companies both big and small are
 To
doing something about them.
reduce this costly drain of trained
manpower resources, they set up
the National Safety Council’s
Driver Improvement Program for
their employees. It provides a
complete course in new and
tested concepts and techniques

of defensive driving that can re
duce traffic accidents signifi
cantly. Last year U.S. industry lost
over 22,000 trained employees
killed
off-the-job traffic acci
dents. They actually cost industry
more in dollars and productive
lives than on-the-job accidents.
Isn’t it time you did something
about it? Mail the coupon for full
details on how to set up the
National Safety Council’s Driver
Improvement Program in your
company. Do it today to save pro
ductive

Published to save lives in cooperation with The Advertising Council
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Director of Public Information
National Safety Council
425 No. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60611
Please mail me full details on the
Driver Improvement Program.

Name

Title

Firm Name

Address

the National Safety Council
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Traditional accounting has different techniques for
almost every field in which it deals. Yet the use of
simple matrix algebra could make all such proce
dures almost uniform—and simpler, as well—

A PROPOSAL FOR CONDENSING
DIVERSE ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES
by A. Wayne Corcoran
University of Connecticut

a person proceeds
accounting principles have been
from one accounting area to
slowly distilled out of accounting
another, he encounters what seems
actions. That is to say, accounting
to be an entirely new set of inputs,
rules, having first been the fruits of
rules, definitions, and procedures.
tentative actions, grew in signi
As traditionally presented, such
ficance until they became guides
diverse accounting areas as part
to predetermined actions. As these
accounting particulars grew in
nerships, process cost accounting,
liquidation statements, consolidated
creasingly diverse and complex, so
financial statements, variance anal
did accounting actions and the ac
companying rules, customs, prac
ysis, determining overhead absorp
tion rates, and preparing depreci
tices. And as this diversity of par
ticulars falls under more and more
ation lapse schedules—to mention
critical consideration, it becomes
but a few—seem to be virtually un
increasingly advisable to decide
related. In 1953 A. C. Littleton
whether there are elements of
recognized this problem when he
order, sequence, interrelation with
wrote:
“In actual historical evolution,
in the mass.”1

W

November-December, 1966
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Not only is this lack of interre
lationship annoying, bewildering,
and time-consuming, but it is also
unnecessary. This article advocates
the use of the mathematical tool
of matrices to interrelate diverse
accounting areas from a procedural
viewpoint. It shows how just a
few, simple matrix manipulations
may be used
substitutes for the
myriad procedures now employed
to accomplish allocation.

Accounting procedure structure
Much of traditional accounting;
procedure involves the acquisition,
valuation, and allocation of input
15
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BASIC STEPS IN ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE

Liquidation Statement

Process Cost Reports
The listing of material, labor,
and overhead components

Acquisition

The listing of all available as
sets

determining of historical
cost outlays of components

Valuation

determining of realizable
values of assets

The distributing of valued cost
components to output designa
tions

Allocation

The distributing of valued as
sets to various types of cred
itors and owners

EXHIBIT I

data. Concentrating on these proc
esses makes it possible to interre
late diverse accounting areas. Let
us illustrate this idea by referring
to two accounting areas that per
haps, at first glance, seem related
only in that money and accounting
are concerned. These areas are the
preparation of process cost reports
and the preparation of liquidation
statements. These areas may be
viewed in terms of their acquisi
tion, valuation, and allocation
phases as shown in Exhibit 1 at
the top of this page.
The similarities between these
areas are now more apparent. Both
involve listing a set of inputs (ac
quisition phase), determining ap
propriate values for these inputs
(valuation phase), and distribut
ing the valued inputs to output des
tinations (allocation phase). Like
wise, the differences between the
two areas are evident: The inputs
in process costing are data on ma
terials, labor, and overhead while

those involved in liquidation are
data on all available assets. The
values assigned to inputs in proc
costing are historical cost out
lays while those in liquidation are
realizable values. The output des
tinations in process costing are
product costs while those in liquid
ation are claimants’ equities.
Because these two accounting
areas are most similar to each other
in the allocation phase, it would
seem that their interrelationship
could best be accomplished by
concentrating on allocation proc
esses. The inputs and outputs in
the various accounting areas dif
fer, and so do the methods of in
put valuation. Thus, the acquisi
tion and valuation processes are
not likely to lead to extensive in
terrelation. This leaves us with
allocation processes as the most
promising avenue. We seek, there
fore, the answer to the question,
“Can the allocation of inputs to
outputs be standardized so that

EXHIBIT 2
2
DEPRECIATION MATRIX

b
(depreciable
bases)

Totals

L

r
(rates per
time period)

diverse accounting areas may be
interrelated?”
In mathematics the framework
for allocation problems is found
in vector spaces, and the alloca
tion process itself is carried out by
transformation matrices. A matrix
may be defined as something that
consists of rows and columns of
numbers. These rows and columns
of numbers are referred to as vec
tors, and a matrix consists of one
or more vectors. This is a row vec
tor: (1, 3, —1, 4); this is a column

8
2

vector:

An example of a

matrix containing more than a
2 1 0
1 -2 5

single vector is

Vectors and matrices may be
added and subtracted element by
element, provided they have the
same dimensions. For instance:
2

1

0

1 -2

5

+

3

5

5

6-10

6

2

7-3

5

Vectors and matrices may be
multiplied, provided the number
of columns in the lefthand matrix
equals the number of rows in the
righthand matrix. The exact pro
cedure for multiplication is ex
pressed in the formula:

(lapse schedule)

n

.4, .3, .2 .1

ajj bjk

cik

+...

60,000

24,000

18,000

12 000

6,000

60,000

80,000

32,000

24,000

16,000

8,000

80,000

20,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

20,000

+ ain bnk

48,000

32,000

160,000

where: i =
2, ..., m.
j = 1, 2, ..., n.
k = 1,2,
r.

64,000

Totals
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Consider this problem:

PROCESS COST MATRICES: AVERAGE METHOD, SINGLE PRODUCT

B

A

bll b12 b13 b14
all a12 a13

b21 b22 b23 b24

a21 a22 a23

b31 b32 b33 b34

(3x4)

(2x3)

aij

c

Equivalent Production Computation:
A

represents any element from Matrix A;
the subscript i indicates the row num
ber and the subscript j indicates the
column number.

bjk represents any element from Matrix B;
the subscript j indicates the row number
while the subscript k indicates the

lnputs

T

E

L

"Preceding"

1

1

1

T

T

gM

E

T

gc

L

T

"Materials"
"Conversion"

Let us substitute arbitrary numerical values
and see what Matrix C looks like.

1 -2

0

-2

5

3 -1

4

18

10

4

2

0

4

C

_3
-1
16 -13
7

8
24

To see how an element of Matrix C is de
termined, let us apply the formula to de
termine c23.
c23 = ∑ a2j bj3=1(-1)-2(1)+5(2) = 7.

+

L

Ep

gML

Em

fCE

Ec

Cost Allocation:

u
o

Up
o
o
KEY:

um

o
A

D

o
o
Uc

R (cost report)

T

E

L

T

fME

gML

T

fcE

gCL

Depreciation application
Perhaps the simplest accounting
application of matrix multiplica
tion is to be found in preparing
depreciation lapse schedules. Here
the accountant is concerned with
allocating portions of the depreci
able bases of assets—the inputs of
the problem—to appropriate time
periods—the output designations of
the problem. This problem is il
lustrated in Exhibit 2 on page 16.2
Note that Matrix L arrays inputs
(assets) according to outputs
(time periods). This form of sched
ule clearly depicts allocation and
is easily understood. It can be
made to result from other types of
matrix multiplication, but the im
portant thing is that the more
widely used the matrix schedule is
the more interrelation among ac
counting areas will

Process cost application
Let us return now to the prepa
ration of process cost reports and
statements of affairs and see how
matrices may be used to further

UpT

UpE

UpL

UmT

U fME

UMgMt

UCT

UCfCE

UCgCL

= A vector showing the total quantities in each of the three output designations
(T, E, L).

M

equivalent production (Ej) for each type of input.

T

= Units transferred.

E

= Units in ending inventory.

L

= Units lost.

fi

= Fraction of ending inventory completed in terms of input i.

= Fraction of lost units completed in terms of input i.

Ui = Unit cost if input i; i = P (Preceding department's transferred production
costs), M (Direct materials), C (Conversion costs).
— Total cost of input I (lz— P, M, C, as defined above under index i) appear
ing in opening inventory (j = 1) or in the costs incurred during
present
period = 2).

Ei = Equivalent production of i.

D

= Matrix composed of the equivalent production vectors.

EXHIBIT 3

interrelate these accounting areas.
Exhibit 3 on this page contains a
generalized presentation of a mat
rix approach to preparing a process
cost report. The dashed lines in
Matrix A and Vector b indicate
partitioning. Wherever the parti
tions are drawn, the usual pro
cedure of multiplication of column
and row elements and the sum
ming of individual products must
be halted, and the results to that
point must be entered in separate
vectors.
For instance, without partition
ing we would determine the ele
ments in a product matrix, C, as

was described previously, that is
n

cik

aij bjk.

i=1
Suppose now that Matrix is par
titioned after Columns 3 and 7 and
hence Matrix B is correspondingly
partitioned after Rows 3 and 7.
There would be three matrices re
sulting from the multiplication of
the separate partitioned matrices,
∑

7
∑

aij bjk ’

aij

jk,

i=4

i=1

and

n
∑

aij

jk.

=8

The separate vectors may then
17
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=

= Matrix containing proportions of each output quantity appearing in each
input category. Note that the rows (labelled) show
input categories while
the columns show the output designations.

= A vector that shows

the

+

fME

Ui = ∑ Ij ÷ Ej
i=1

i= 1



1

E

B

A

1

e

Unit cost formula:

column number.

-2

b

(2x4)
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PROCESS COST PROBLEM
Key:

(P, M, C) = portion of production done during present month for P (goods
received from preceding department), M (departmental materials), C (depart
mental conversion costs).
QUANTITY DATA

Opening inventory (0, 1/4, 1/2)
Received from preceding department during period
Units added
present department

40,000
360,000
100,000

500,000

320,000
150,000

Transferred out
Ending Inventory (1, 2/3, 1/2)
Lost units (normal loss occurring gradually during processing;
no provision in overhead rate: 1, 2/5, 1/3)

30,000
500,000

COST DATA

Opening inventory:
Preceding department's costs
Departmental material costs
Departmental conversion costs

$

Costs during month:
Preceding department's costs
Departmental material costs
Departmental conversion costs

120,000
60,000
60,160

1,380,000
804,000
1,187,240

Another advantage of the

TOTAL

$3,611,400

use of a diagonalized matrix
in multiplication

that

EXHIBIT

it results in an input
output-type matrix. . . .

Such a matrix arrays inputs

according to outputs, and,
after all, this is what

allocation is all about.

be added to obtain the total equiv
alent production vector e—which,
parenthetically, could have been
obtained by ignoring the partition
ing and performing the multiplica
tion Ab. The elements Ej in Vector
e are used in the computation
the unit costs, Ui. The unit costs
are then entered in Matrix U, and
the cost report results from the
multiplication UD. Exhibit 3 essen
tially reduces to a system of equa
tions for solving process cost prob
lems under the average method.
The form of Matrix U in Exhibit
A. WAYNE CORCORAN,
Ph.D., CPA, is
professor of accounting
in the School of Business
Administration of
University of Connecti
cut. In
past, he
served with the account
ing offices of
Grange
League Federation and
with Ernst
4 & Ernst and taught at St. John
Fisher College, Rochester, New York, and at
the University of Buffalo. Dr. Corcoran is the
author of Mathematical Applications in Ac
counting and has contributed numerous arti
cles to professional publications.
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3 deserves further comment. In
this form—that is, with non-zero
numbers on the main diagonal of
the matrix and zeros everywhere
else—the matrix is called a diag
onalized matrix. A diagonalized
matrix has a number of properties,
the most interesting of which for
present purposes is that the ele
ments of Matrix R, the cost report,
can be obtained by multiplying the
elements of U and D in a dis
tributive manner (that is, so to
say, straight-across multiplication)
rather than by observing the ordi
nary rules of matrix multiplication
(which would generate the same
results—but in a more complicated
way). In a nutshell—a diagonalized
matrix simplifies matrix multiplica
tion.
Another advantage of the use
a diagonalized matrix in multipli
cation is that it results in an inputoutput-type matrix such as shown
in Matrix R. Such a matrix arrays
inputs according to outputs, and,
after all, this is what allocation is
all about. No other form for reManagement Services
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ing inventories, incomplete prod
ucts received from a previous de
partment, units “gained” through
adding departmental materials, lost
units, and the reallocation of lostunit costs.
The matrix solution to the prob
lem appears in Exhibit 5, shown be
low. Exhibit 5 traces the generalized
presentation of Exhibit 3. Three
inputs—costs from preceding de
partment, departmental materials,
and departmental conversion costs
—have been allocated to three des

porting allocations is as appealing
as the input-output form. No other
report format shows correspon
dence of inputs to outputs as well.
No other report format is as easy
to understand. No other report for
mat is
simple. We shall use a
numerical example to make this
argument more concrete.
Exhibit 4 on page 18 presents the
data for an illustrative problem.
The problem deals with several
of the usual complicating features
of process costing, including open

ignations—units transferred, units
in ending inventory, and units lost.3
The reallocation of lost-unit costs
to the transferred- and ending-in
ventory designations has been done
in the proportion these output des
ignations have in the equivalent
production of conversion.
Exhibit 6 on page 20 presents a
conventional cost report treatment
of this same process cost report.
The purpose of presenting this ex
hibit is merely to provide some
thing to compare with the input-

EXHIBIT 5

MATRIX SOLUTION

PROCESS COST PROBLEM

Equivalent Production

b

A

Outputs
Inputs

T

"Preceding"

1

"Materials"

1

L

E

1

2/3
1/2

1
1

"Conversion"
Unit Costs:

1

320,000

2/5

150,000

1/3

30,000

150,000

320,000

=

320,000

+

320,000

100,000

500,000

30,000

+

12,000
10,000

75,000

=

432,000
405,000

= ($120,000 + $1,380,000) ÷ 500,000 = $3.00

Up

UM =

60,000 +

804,000) ÷ 432,000 = $2.00

= ($ 60,160 + $1,187,240) ÷ 405,000 = $3.08

UC
Cost Allocation:

U

D

3.00

2.00
3.08

320,000

150,000

30,000

320,000

100,000

12,000

320,000

75,000

10,000

R

R
COST REPORT

Preceding department's costs
Departmental material costs
Departmental conversion costs

Costs to be
Accounted for

Transferred

Ending
Inventory

Lost

$ 960,000

$450,000

90,000

$1,500,000

640,000

200,000

24,000

864,000

985,600

231,000

30,800

1,247,400

$2,585,600

$881,000

$144,800

$3,611,400

117,306

27,494

( 144,800)

-0-

$2,702,906

$908,494


Totals
Reallocation

lost costs

Costs accounted for

Reallocation:

$144,800 (320,000;

-0-

$3,611,400

75,000) = ($117,306;
$27,494)
$

395,000 395,000
Note: The totals surrounding the basic matrix, R,
obtained merely
adding and cross adding. The multiplication
UD
not produce these totals. Similarly, UD had nothing
do with reallocation.
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CONVENTIONAL COST REPORT
Unit
Cost

Total
Cost

Costs to be accounted for:
Cost from preceding department:
Opening inventory
Costs during period
Departmental costs:
Opening inventory
Departmental material costs
Departmental conversion costs
Costs during period:
Departmental material costs
Departmental conversion costs

$

120,000
1,380,000

$3.00000

60,000
60,160

Adjustment for lost units

TOTAL COST TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR

Costs accounted for:
Transferred (320,000 x $8.44658)
Ending inventory:
Preceding department costs (150,000 x $3.00)
Departmental material costs (100,000 x $2.00)
Departmental conversion costs (75,000 x $3.08)
Adjustment for lost units (75,000 x $.36658)

804,000
1,187,240

2.00000
3.08000

$3,611,400
-0-

$8.08000
.36658

$3,611,400

$8.44658

$2,702,906

$ 450,000
200,000
231,000
27,494

908,494

TOTAL COST ACCOUNTED FOR

Additional computations:
Unit costs:
Preceding department costs:
Departmental material costs:
Departmental conversion costs:

$3,611,400

($120,000 + $1,380,000) ÷ 500,000 = $3.00
432,000 = $2.00
($ 60,000 + $ 804,000)
($ 60,160 + $1,187,240) ÷ 405,000 = $3.08

Adjustment for
units:
(30,000($3.00) + 12,000($2.00) + 10,000($3.08)) ÷ 395,000 = $.36658

EXHIBIT 6

output format of the cost report. It
seems probable that only the initi
ated could follow the traditional
cost report. The allocation of in
puts to outputs is much more
clearly presented in matrix format.
To expedite the discussions
ahead, we introduce a form of
matrix shorthand, shown in Ex
hibit 7 below.
We could use this shorthand to
summarize the matrices U, D, and

R in Exhibit 3
shown in Ex
hibit 8 on page 21.
Now let us turn our attention to
Exhibit on page 21, which con
tains an illustrative statement of
affairs. Exhibit 9 presents the tra
ditional format of this report, which
again is probably understood only
by the initiated. Exhibit 10 on
page 22 shows how this report
would look in input-output format.
The matrix format emphasizes the

EXHIBIT 7
MATRIX SHORTHAND

Column
designations

Types
elements
on the main
diagonal

Row
designations
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Contents of
body
matrix

distribution of inputs (types of
assets) to output designations
(types of claimants). With the ex
ception of the row and column
totals which were obtained by ad
dition, the matrix report results
from the multiplication shown in
Exhibit 11 on page 23.
How well have matrices suc
ceeded in further interrelating the
process costing and statement
affairs areas? The matrix approach
in both cases employed diagonal
ized matrices. The transformation
matrices were composed of either
quantities or proportions depend
ing on whether the non-zero ele
ments in the diagonalized matrices
were dollars per unit or total dol
lars. Hence, the procedures of al
location in these areas are very
similar under the matrix approach.
The reports that resulted from
matrix allocation are identical in
format, and this is significant.
Management Services
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When process costing and state
ments of affairs are first encoun
tered, perhaps the single most time
consuming chore is to understand
the separate report formats. Under
the matrix approach only one, easyto-understand report format is nec
essary.
Many accounting areas can be
approached in exactly this same
manner, that is, by the formulation
of a diagonalized matrix and a
transformation matrix to obtain an
input-output matrix report.4 The
trick is to recognize data inputs
and outputs as such and to deter
mine the accounting criteria that
govern the allocation. Usually, the
accounting criteria can be reduced
to simply measuring ownership or
to reflecting usage. If any difficulty
is encountered, it is likely to be
not so much in recognizing inputs
as in recognizing output designa
tions.

u

D

Unit costs
per type
of input\

TEL

TEL

Equivalent
Productions

Equivalent production
type of input that
appears in each
output

Where:

Valued
Inputs

Input Costs
in each
output

units transferred.
E = units in ending inventory.

L = units lost in processing.

PROCESS COST MATRICES

EXHIBIT 8

EXHIBIT 9

ILLUSTRATIVE STATEMENT OF AFFAIRS
Expected to
Realize

Book
Value

Assets pledged with fully secured creditors:

Bonus-tax computations

$25,000

There are other types of mat
rices that are important in account
ing allocations. One of these is the
inverse matrix. Although it would
take too long to develop matrix
inversion in full here, the broad
concepts can be presented briefly
if we restrict ourselves to systems
in which there are two unknowns
and two equations.
Consider the situation where it
is necessary to calculate simul
taneously an executive bonus based
on profits after tax and a tax of
some sort:
Key: B
T
$90,000
B
T

=
=
=
=
=

Bonus
Tax
Profits before B and T
.20($90,000 - T)
.50 ($90,000 - B)

This system of equations can
be restated and put into matrices
as follows:
B + 2T = $18,000
.5B +
T = $45,000

Ax

1
.5

1

B
T

b

_

3,000

300
9,000

and buildings:
Estimated value
Less mortgage payments—contra

Assets pledged with partially secured creditors:
Bonds of X Company—deducted contra
Estimated value

$25,500
15,000

$11,500

$ 3,200

Free assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable:
$8,000 Good
$1,000 Doubtful

300
8,000
600

$9,000

18,700

19,200

Merchandise

$39,600
600

Total free assets
Deduct liabilities having priority—per contra

$39,000

$56,000

Expected
Rank

Book
Value
Liabilities having priority:
$

600
15,000

5,000

Accrued wages—deducted contra

Fully secured liabilities:
Mortgage payable—deducted contra
Partially secured liabilities:
Notes payable
Less bonds of X Company

23,000

Unsecured liabilities:
Accounts payable

12,000
400

Net worth per books:
Capital stock
Retained earnings

Total unsecured liabilities
Excess of net free assets over unsecured liabilities

8,000
45,000

$ 5,000
3,200

$ 1,800

23,000

$24,800
14,200
$39,000

$56,000

It is always wise to check the
21
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An example of a case where matrix manipulation is useful is secondary overhead allocation . . .

matrix set-up by mentally perform
ing the matrix multiplication Ax =
b to see that the original equations
are obtained.
Now, as matrix algebra is ordi
narily put forth, division by a
matrix is undefined, that is, one
could not solve for x by performing
x = b divided by A as one would
solve 5x = 20 by performing
x = 20 divided by 5. Instead one
must use an inverse matrix; this
corresponds to solving 5x = 20 by
performing x = 20(.2). Recognize
that the multiplication of a number
by its inverse yields the number 1
(for example, since the inverse of
5 is 1 divided by 5 = .2, we have
5(.2) = 1). So it is with matrices;
the multiplication of a matrix A

by its inverse A1 yields the identity
matrix, I. I has the property that
when it multiplies another matrix
the product of the multiplication
is the other matrix. Note that this
is the same result produced when
we multiply the number 1 by some
other number, for example, 1x
= 5.
The procedure for solving our
bonus-tax problem is
follows:
Ax
(A-1 A) x
x)
x

=
=
=
=

b
A1 b
A-1 b
A-1 b

We may form A1 by interchang
ing the main diagonal elements of
A, putting minus signs next to the
cross diagonal elements, and divid-

ing the resulting elements by the
product of the main diagonal ele
ments minus the product of the
cross diagonal elements (in our
example: 1(1) — .5(.2) = .9). The
solution to this example is shown
in Exhibit 12 on page 23.

Secondary overhead allocation
Another example of a case in
which this kind of matrix manipu
lation is useful5 is secondary over
head allocation. Here primary over
head costs (such as indirect labor,
repairs, depreciation, insurance,
heat, light, power, and so forth)
have been distributed to both
service and production depart
ments, and it remains necessary to

EXHIBIT 10

STATEMENT OF AFFAIRS—MATRIX FORMAT

Liabilities
Having
Priority

Fully
Secured
Liabilities

Partially
Secured
Liabilities

full

$-0-

$15,000

$-0-

$ -0-

-0-

$15,000

Pledged
partial security
(Bonds owned)

-0-

-0-

3,200

-0-

-0-

3,200

600

-0-

1,800

23,000

14,200

39,600

$ 600

$15,000

$5,000

$23,000

$14,200

$57,800

Assets: Pledged
(Land)

Free (See note)

Note: Free assets include:

-

Unsecured
Liabilities

Cash
Accounts receivable
Merchandise
Land & buildings ($26,500 — $15,000)

Owners

$

Totals

300
8,600
19,200
11,500

$39,600

DEFICIENCY ACCOUNT
Owners' equity per
Gains on realization:
and buildings
Bonds of X Company
Merchandise

$12,400

1,500
200
500
$14,600

Loss on realization:
Accounts receivable
Amount payable to owners in liquidation

22
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5

security



400

$14,200

Management Services
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. . . where primary overhead costs have already been distributed.

reallocate service department costs
to service-consuming departments
(secondary allocation)
that
overhead absorption rates may be
determined. Deciding the per
centages of services consumed in
volves the accountant in estimating
potential and actual usage of de
partmental services.
Let us consider a simple illus
tration. Assume that the percent
ages reflecting usage have already
been determined and are as shown
in Exhibit 13 on page 24.
There are two approaches to be
considered: (1) the traditional ap
proach, whereby the primary costs
of the service-rendering depart
ments are first augmented by the
costs these departments are respon
sible for as service consumers and
then the new totals are allocated
to the production departments and
(2) the “linked” approach, where
by the intermediate stage is omit
ted since it serves no purpose.
Under the traditional approach,
augmenting the service department
primary costs is accomplished by
solving the following system of
equations:
1 = 90 + .25S2
S2 = 180 + .40S1

The system may be stated in mat
rices
follows:
X
1

-.40

—.25

S1

90

1

S2

180

270

TOTAL =

The solution is:
X

A-1

b

S1

1/.9

.25/.9

90

S2

.40/.9

1/.9

180

X

Proportions of each
input distributed
each type of
claimant

EXHIBIT II

SOLUTION TO BONUS-TAX PROBLEM

x

=

B
T

A-1

1/9
-5/.9

=

18,000
45,000

—.2/.9
1/.9

_

10,000
40,000

This says that B = $10,000 and T = $40,000.

EXHIBIT 12

Now the amounts in Vector x
must be allocated to the produc
tion departments. Accordingly, we
form Matrix P by transposing the
percentages shown under the Pi
and use this matrix to obtain our
ultimate amounts for redistribution
(shown in Vector r).
x

p

.10

.45

.30

.20

.20

.10

r

150 123
240
=
93
50

TOTAL =

270

The amounts in Vector r must
then be added to the primary allo
cation amounts for the production
departments (say, Vector d) to
obtain the total overhead costs
(Vector t) for each production de
partment.

240

Vector x contains the augmented
service department costs.

Proportions
of each
input

MULTIPLICATION FOR STATEMENT OF AFFAIRS—MATRIX FORMAT

r

150

Claimants

Total values for
each asset type

54

d

t

377

500

307

400

246

300

The amounts in Vector t would

next be divided by the respective
estimated standard machine hours
to obtain the desired overhead ab
sorption rates of $500 divided by
200 = $2.50,
divided by 50 =
$8.00, and $300 divided by 150 =
$2.00.
The alternate or “linked” ap
proach recognizes the uselessness
of the augmented service depart
ment totals of $150,000 and $240,000 (shown in Vector x). Control
over the reallocated portions of
these totals (that is, over $150,000
- $90,000 and $240,000 - $180,000)
is typically achieved by the “de
partmental cross charges” of re
sponsibility accounting. Hence, for
product costing purposes the inter
mediate augmented service depart
ment totals may be bypassed, pro
vided the effects of these totals are
provided for.
Since matrices may be multiplied
and added, it is possible to “link
up” several stages of allocation. In
our secondary overhead allocation
23
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SECONDARY OVERHEAD ALLOCATION PROBLEM

Key:
Consumers
Renderers

Pi = Service department i.
Sj = Production department j.

S1

0
25%

S1
S2

Primary overhead allocation totals
(000 omitted)

S2

P1

P2

P3

40%
0

10%
45%

30%
20%

20%
10%

S1
$90

S2

$180

P1
$377

200

Standard Machine hours
(estimated, 000 omitted)

P2
$307
50

3
$246
150

EXHIBIT 13

Besides organizing the

example, for instance, we could
proceed as follows:

calculation of variances
and aggregating inputs

to aid in determining the

overall significance
of the respective variances,

the matrix approach
permits ready calculation

t = d + PA-1 b

Let us first form PA-1. It would
always make sense to do this where
the departmental interrelationships
can be expected to remain stable
—as they might for planning pur
poses.

p

.10
.30

.45
.20

.20

.10

of the significance of

individual input variances.

1/.9
.40/.9

A-1
.25/.9
1/.9

PA1

.5278

.3111

.4222

.3055

.2667

.1667

We see that the equation for t
holds.6
d

t

377

500
—

400

+

307

246

300

pa-1
' .3111

.5278

.4222

.3055

.2667

.1667

'123

377
307

246

90
180

+
54

analysis. Let us consider the anal
ysis of labor variances. Here the
inputs involve wage rates for dif
ferent categories of labor; trans
formation involves labor hours, and
the outputs are the standard costs
and variances. An example is shown
in Exhibit 14 on page 25.

Individual input calculation
Besides organizing the calcula
tion of variances and aggregating
inputs to aid in determining the
overall significance of the respec
tive variances, the matrix approach
permits ready calculation of the
significance of individual input
variances. For instance, since the
vector of standard wage rates is
arrayed on top of the rate changes
vector, it would be an easy matter
to determine percentages of change
(for example, —.25 divided by 3.00
= —8 1/3 per cent, 1 divided by
4 = 25 per cent, etc.). Then those
percentages that exceed a stipu
lated amount can be further in
vestigated. Similarly, calculations
could easily be made for changes
in hours. In this way, the matrix
approach could be used to imple
ment statistical “quality” control
techniques.

Other applications
Matrices may be helpful in price
level work and traditional variance
24
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This review of some of the rudi
ments of matrix algebra and its apManagement Services
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LABOR VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Given data:

Labor type A:
Standard = 600 hours at $3 per hour
Actual
= 640 hours at $2.75 per hour
Labor type B:
Standard = 1000 hours at $4 per hour
Actual
= 900 hours at $5 per hour

Labor type C:
Standard = 800 hours at $2 per hour
Actual
= 1000 hours at $2.50 per hour
Matrix solution:

Key:

P = standard wage rate

△ P = change in wage rate
P+△P = actual wage rate
Q = standard hours

△Q = change in standard hours
Q+△Q = actual hours

p

A

B

3
— 25

4

△P

1

Q

C

2
.50 J

△Q

Standard

A

600

40

$7,400

$120

B

1000

-100

$1,250

-$ 10

C

800

200
Net Wage
Variance

Note:

Net Efficiency
Variance

Net Mixed Variance

signs attached
the net variances may
interpreted
follows: — indi
cates a favorable variance;
indicates an unfavorable variance.

EXHIBIT 14

plications to the field of financial
accounting offers a basis for put
ting forth the following claims:
1. With matrix algebra, inputs
and outputs in the various account
ing areas can be more easily rec
ognized as such.
2. Matrix algebra can be ac

cepted as a basic way of accom
plishing the allocation of inputs to
outputs.
3. Matrix algebra may be con
sidered as offering one or two pro
cedures to accomplish allocation
instead of the myriad of pro
cedures presently in use.

4. The input-output form of re
port may be recognized
being
superior to most other forms. This
is true not only because it is read
ily understood but also because it is
of significant help in the interrela
tion of a number of diverse ac
counting areas.


1 A. C. Littleton, Structure of Account
or they can be completed, or they can
ing Theory, Monograph Number 5,
be lost in some way—nothing else can
take place. The matrix approach ac
American Accounting Association, 1953,
cords lost units full status as an output
p. 123.
designation. This logical view of lost
2 Note that the multiplication of the
units is not
in most
vectors would yield only the body of
as  found
to
be
ex  account

Neil
  ing texts, but it is ably put forth in
con
ix L;
needlessly
the rim totals cost
haveas merely
been obtained by addition. Such ad  Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting—
A Managerial Emphasis, Prentice-Hall,
dition could be accomplished in matrix
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
algebra by use of sum vectors, that is,
1962.
vectors all elements of which are ones.
4 Some of the other accounting areas
However, this use of sum vectors would
that can be treated this way include job
only be a mathematical nicety and
order costing, standard costing, period
would
complicate our
budgeting, primary overhead allocation,
ample.
and responsibility accounting.
3 These outputs exhaust the set of pos
5 A third example involving an inverse
sibilities; units can still be in process,
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matrix occurs in consolidated financial
statements. Here the inputs are inter
company profits in inventory, fixed assets,
and bonds that are made by each
stituent company. The outputs are the
majority and minority interests. When
the intercompany relationships are en
tered in a matrix and adjusted to re
flect effective interests, the resulting
transformation matrix may be used to
determine the adjusting entries to cor
rect the various retained earnings ac
counts.
6 Further discussion of this type of trans
formation may be found in
Churchill, “Linear Algebra and Cost Al
location: Some Examples,” The Ac
counting Review, October, 1964.
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The time when accounting
was "the information system"
of a company is drawing to
a close. The movement is to
ward "total information sys
tems," of which accounting
is only one segment. Ac
counting data are fast be
coming a by-product or at
least a joint product of in
formation generated for oth
er than accounting purposes.

USE OF ACCOUNTING DATA

IN DECISION MAKING
by K. E. Tigges

Owens-Illinois, Inc.

accounting’s role
as “the information system” of
a company are fast drawing to
close. It is becoming increasingly
difficult to segregate accounting
data and accounting reports  as
entities unto themselves. The move
ment is toward so-called “total in
formation systems,” of which ac
he days

T

counting is only one, although a
vital, segment.
a Accounting data, defined here as
the monetary expression of busi
ness conditions and activity, have in
many cases become a by-product or
at least a joint product of informa
tion generated for other than ac
counting purposes. A good example

is the sales order entry-billing sys
tem. The principal objectives of
such a system are to state the con
ditions
the sale and to authorize
delivery of the goods. The system
will determine whether goods are
available to be shipped and may
even be geared to determine
whether the order is an economic
Management Services
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order to produce. Once all of these
data are available, the preparation
of the billing, its costing, and the
summarization of sales and cost
data are relatively simple opera
tions. Since the accounting data
are really a by-product of the pro
duction of the other information,
we must look to the level of draw
off of the information as the best
way of distinguishing accounting
data from operating data.
Accounting reports also are be
coming more difficult to distin
guish. Even the traditional ones
are being supplemented or sup
planted internally by new or spe
cial-purpose reports as accounting
becomes combined with other dis
ciplines. Long-range projections
were at one time almost purely
financial extrapolations of sales,
earnings, and assets. Today busi
ness projections are more nearly in
tegrated operating plans with finan
cial interpretations. Performance
reporting also reflects nonaccount
ing conditions such
share of the
market, operating efficiencies, and
interpretative comments.
Much of the merging of account
ing information with nonaccount
ing information is being facilitated,
if not caused, by the advent of
computers. Their ability to assimi
late and manipulate masses of un
like data into one system has
tended to dissolve the lines of dis
tinction among the various types
information and push toward the
“total system.” With the possibility,
if not yet practicability, of almost
continuous input of data into these
systems, with output on demand
through viewing devices, there
will be expanded use of exception
type information and
an abil
ity to penetrate deep into the ex
ception to identify its specific
cause.
The decisions that a manager
makes generally can be broken
down into the following categories:
(1) Where are we? (2) Where do
we want to be? and (3) How do
we get there? It is rather obvious
that accounting data cannot answer
all these questions. It is almost as
obvious that, given only the three
November-December, 1966
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Long-range projections were once almost purely financial extrapola
tions of sales, earnings, and assets. Today, business projections are
more nearly integrated operating plans with financial interpretations.

traditional accounting  statements
prepared on an historical basis, the
manager is not in a position to
answer any of these questions fully
even from a financial viewpoint.

Need for projections
Although trend data from the
past have been the traditional
product of management account
ing, projections of the future hold
more promise. Forecasts, plans, or
budgets permit a realistic inter
pretation of the potential effects
various actions on future results.
For example, if we have an im
mediate need for a sizable amount
of cash, is it best to borrow short
term? Will there be a continuing
need? If so, can we achieve a bet
ter interest rate by medium-term or
long-term financing? Only when we
know where we are going can we
answer these questions.

This article describes the actual
operating philosophy of a major
American company, Owens-Illinois.
It was first presented at a sympo
sium held in March of this year at
The Ohio State University. The
symposium was designed to explore
the ways in which executives in
typical American corporations use
accounting data in making operat
ing decisions. In order to do this,
it drew on the experience of five
representative American compa
nies. Presenting the viewpoints of
their respective firms, besides Mr.
Tigges, were the following:

Our company is in the process
of completing a $100,000,000 loan.
The financial interpretations of
our long-range operating plans
played an important part both in
management’s decision to under
take the expansion and in deter
mining the amount, timing, and
nature of the loans. No one will
undertake a program of this na
ture unless he can be assured that
each of the expansions will make a
substantial contribution to future
earnings and that the existing oper
ations are capable of carrying the
heavy financing charges and pre
operating costs until the new facil
ities are in operation. Only after
the concepts of the plans and pro
grams of the marketing and manu
facturing groups have been trans
lated into the universal languagefinancial statements—does he have
such assurance. The financial in
terpretation of the plans indicated

R. S. Hager, Controller, Stresen
burgh Laboratories, Rochester, N.Y.
Orville H. Mertz, Vice President
—Finance, Koehring Corporation,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
J. J. Schofield, Vice President,
Finance, Dura Corporation, Oak
Park, Michigan.
John K. Smucker, Assistant Con
troller, Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company, Akron, Ohio.
The papers presented were ana
lyzed in written critiques by five
professors from various universi
ties. Excerpts from three of the
critiques appear on pp. 30 and 31.
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Financial interpretation of the plans indicated not only at what
time expenditures would exceed cash resources and in what amounts
but also at what point cash inflows would again exceed outflows.

to us not only at what time ex
penditures would exceed cash re
sources and in what amounts but
also at what point cash inflows
from operations would again begin
to exceed outflows. With this in
formation our treasurer was able
to establish a combined program
of long-term and short-term bor
rowing and to determine the ideal
timing of the borrowing, subject
to the availability of funds and
trends of interest rates.

Performance reporting
Projections are also of prime im
portance in connection with per
formance reporting. The compari
son to planned performance (both
in terms of monetary achievement
and operating objectives) has been
the primary performance reporting
measurement in our company for
a number
years. Our executives
KENNETH
E. TIGGES,
CPA, is comptroller of
Owens-Illinois, Inc., in
Toledo, Ohio. He has
also served
general
manager,
accounting,
and assistant comptrol
ler for that company.
Prior to joining OwensIllinois, he was an ac
countant at Konopak & Dalton (now Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.). Mr. Tigges is a
member of
board of directors of the
Toledo chapter of the Financial Executives
Institute,
Ohio Society of CPAs, and
American Institute of CPAs.
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seldom look at a complete monthly
balance sheet or profit and loss
statement. We attempt to high
light for them those factors on the
traditional accounting statements
that can have a significant effect
on the soundness of the corpora
tion and on its operating perform
ance and to present these factors
in such a manner as to emphasize
those areas where the corporation
has varied from its planned course
—either favorably or unfavorably.
For example, let us look first at
the balance sheet. Operating man
agement cannot control on a
month-to-month basis depreciation,
most current liabilities, or long
term debt. It can, however, react
and change trends in inventories,
receivables, and the capital expen
diture program. It must also be
aware of its cash situation and
any possible need for short-term
borrowing. Therefore, we highlight
these items in our monthly per
formance reporting, commenting
briefly on the reasons for the vari
ations.
On the earnings side, our man
agement reporting system high
lights variances from planned per
formances, not by the traditional
categories shown on the profit and
loss statement but rather in terms
of responsibility areas. Our per
formance reporting can be likened
somewhat to a pyramid. At the

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2
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lowest level of supervision would
be exception-type reports on sales
branches, plants, research, and ad
ministrative departments. These
are summarized into regional data
and finally divisional and corporate
data. The expressions of variances
from plan in terms of monetary
values are supplemented by brief
comments on the reasons for the
variations from plan, and our per
formance reports also include sta
tistical data on operations. These
comments are just as important as,
and possibly more important than,
the variances. Proper interpretative
comments may trigger a manager’s
judgment that this is a permissible
variance or that an operating divi
sion has already advised him that
remedial action is being taken.
What decision then can the oper
ating manager make from the per
formance report? He can decide
that he either is satisfied with the
situation or that some action on
his part is required. In the latter
case, he would, through discussions
with the next level of operating
management and/or through spe
cial analyses prepared by applic
able members of his staff, attempt
to ascertain whether the variance
is a result of circumstances beyond
control or whether some action can
improve the operating results.
The relative importance of an
accounting report in decision mak
Management Services
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ing is governed, in part, by man
agement’s understanding of the
data and its confidence in their ac
curacy. Management’s confidence
in the reasonable accuracy of the
data can only be built up over a
period of time. Management’s un
derstanding of the data is some
thing that must be achieved both
through the clarity of the indi
vidual report and through a con
tinuing education program. The ac
countant, being an information
specialist, must work with manage
ment to determine what informa
tion it needs and to structure this
data in a useful form. Some man
agers can consume and assimilate
great volumes of data while others
would require and want only ex
ception-type information supple
mented by special analyses where
desired.

Emphasis can bring profits
A good example of the need for
manager education and under
standing is the use of the return
on investment calculation. For a
number of years we used not only
the return on sales ratio but also
the return on assets invested, and
the procedure was generally well
understood at top management
levels—and quoted at lower levels.
However, when we began to em
phasize this tool and to report it in
components—return on sales and
asset turnover—we found that some
managers who previously had in
dicated no interest in the balance
sheet began to ask questions:

The significant items should be highlighted in the management reporting
system as well as variances from planned performance. Variances are
reported not by traditional categories but rather by responsibility areas.

Safety stocks of inventories sud
denly did not need to be quite as
large. That deposit in the local
bank that handled our payroll
could somehow be reduced. Maybe
we could sell this line of product
without such extended terms on
receivables. The accounting data,
when properly explained, had re
sulted in decisions to reduce oper
ating assets, freeing cash for use
elsewhere.
Possibly the best example is stan
dard cost information, which is in
tended to give a reasonable esti
mate for inventory purposes and for
comparison with selling price to
indicate the profitability of an item
as well as a monetary measure
manufacturing performance against
a standard. However, for any par
ticular item in a multi-product
plant, it may be necessary to do a
more detailed analysis to determine

the true contribution to corporate
earnings.
A few years ago a manager asked
why a certain long-run item was
marginal when produced in a
multi-product plant when, at the
same time, he could see that a
single-product plant producing this
same item was showing a very nice
profit and that operating efficien
cies according to industrial engi
neering standards were compar
able. Investigation disclosed that a
portion of the variance was due to
the manner of spreading super
visory overheads. Because of the
variety of items produced in the
multi-product plant, a greater
amount of supervisory help was re
quired. While the long-run item in
question did not require a great
deal of supervisory time, it was
being allocated its share of the
total based on an arbitrary formula

The accountant, being an information specialist, must work with management
to determine precisely what information it needs and to structure the data.
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rather than on actual experience.
operating manager understands
assume that a small company was
This situation was corrected. It
what figures go into a report but
acquired for cash at a cost in ex
does, however, emphasize that we
we must also be sure he under
cess of its book value and that this
must make managers aware of the
stands the purpose behind the re
company also had a
carry
degree of accuracy a particular
port. Some time ago I asked one
forward for income tax purposes.
type of accounting data has if they
supervisor why a certain action had
With proper tax planning manage
are to utilize it properly. Now
not been taken that would mean
ment would recognize that there
adays, the ability of computers to
extra expense to his department
were two potential areas of tax
process large volumes of data is
but a saving to the company. His
savings available and that a deci
allowing us to accumulate and
answer was simply that he couldn’t
sion was required as to which
manipulate much more information
do it because the expenditure was
would yield the greater profit. The
on actual cost performance, thus
not in his budget.
first alternative would be this: If
permitting more realistic prepara
the company were dissolved within
tion of standards
well as retriev
two years of acquisition, its assets
Accounting and taxes
al of actual cost information on
could be written up from their
jobs to determine the profitability
net book values to the purchase
In tax planning, forecasts are
of items.
price, thus allowing greater depre
frequently more important than his
Not only must we be sure that an
ciation expense for tax purposes.
torical information. For example,

Critiques
Gordon Shillinglaw, Professor of
Accounting, Columbia Universi
ty: As I see it, information systems
are going to continue the trend
toward integration, and if account
ants don’t take the lead they are
likely to be relegated to a very
subordinate role. As Mr. Tigges
says, “Accounting reports also are
becoming more difficult to distin
guish. . . . The ability to assimilate
and manipulate masses of unlike
data into one system . . . has tend
ed to dissolve the lines of distinc
tion between the various types of
information. . . .”
Accountants also serve manage
ment in decision making by pre
paring reports that will direct at
tention to situations or conditions
that need investigation. This is one
purpose of the periodic perform
ance reporting activities described
by all five of our contributors and
would probably be regarded as a
primary accounting function by
even the most jaundiced observer.
Accounting’s role in this area
seems likely to develop in two di
rections. First is the trend reported
by Mr. Tigges, toward a greater
selectivity in what is reported. Data
will only be reported if they have
information value, based on the
exception principle. This practice
could be carried too far, so that
.30

management would be encouraged
to ive in a dream world populated
only by large cost variances in the
maintenance department or sales
variances in the New England
states. To counteract this, certain
broad summary data should be re
ported merely to provide a frame
of reference and a sense of propor
tion. The selectivity movement is
long overdue, however. The typical
accounting report just contains too
many numbers, even when some
special effort is made to point out
the most important ones.
The second likely development
is for the information system to be
called upon to report quantitatively
on parameters that are now report
ed as outside the ken of account
ing. Sales and inventories held by
customers are perhaps obvious ex
amples; measures of managerial
leadership, creativity, and employee
morale are less obvious but no less
productive and far more challeng
ing to the accountant. Many com
panies are not trying to pay more
than lip service to the notion that
performance has many dimensions,
and it would be interesting to learn
whether any of the companies rep
resented here today have been suc
cessful in developing quantitative
measures of aspects of perform
ance that have traditionally been
evaluated solely in qualitative
terms.
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William J. Vatter, Professor of
Accounting, University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley: One last quo
tation brings us face to face with
what I believe is a basic issue. I
quote from Mr. Tigges of OwensIllinois :
“At best, accounting data and re
ports are only tools to supplement
a manager’s judgment and other
available data.”
Later, this writer says:
“The days of accounting as the
information system of a company
are fast drawing to a close. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to
segregate accounting data and ac
counting reports as entities unto
themselves. The movement is to
ward total information systems of
which accounting is only one, al
though a vital, segment.”
This last observation is of vital
importance; it raises the question of
what restricts the processes of ac
counting, to keep it from being
more than a segment of the infor
mation system. It is true that a
number of technological advances
have been made with respect to
computers and related software;
but computers are not information
systems, even though they make
the processing of data easier and
faster. There have been develop
ments in model building and math
ematical tools — but these do not
make an information system, either.
Management Services
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If this were done, however, the
tax loss carry-forward would be
lost. The second alternative would
be to continue to operate the com
pany
a separate corporation so
as to utilize its tax loss carry-for
ward.
Obviously, the correct answer
would depend on how fast the ac
quired corporation could be turned
into a profit contributor. Projec
tions of its markets and manufac
turing performance by operating
personnel would have to be trans
lated into financial forecasts. The
answer might even be a combina
tion one if the corporation could
be made profitable quickly, absorb

There must be some other element
or condition to explain the position
of accounting in the overall infor
mation system. I suggest that this
factor is merely the attitude taken
by accountants in dealing with
their material. Accountants too of
ten appear to consider themselves
mere collectors and reporters of
financial data. Discussions of cur
rent practice show this. The ac
counting function is overly con
cerned with tabulating financial
data or preparing financial coun
terparts of business operations,
even when it deals with standard
costs and budget variances, sub
classifications of sales revenues or
operating charges. Accounting is
too much concerned with follow
ing out changes in assets or equi
ties to present more or less stereo
typed summaries supposed to re
flect what has happened. These are
data, but they are not information.
Data become information only
when they convey a message which
has some specific relevance to a
problem or situation — a relevance
which may be expected to capture
attention and to precipitate action.
Without those attributes data are
likely to be ignored, if they are
perceived at all. Reporting only
what has happened in terms of
tabulated financial details expects
too much of those to whom the re
ports are sent —the mere delivery
November-December, 1966
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ing a portion or all of its loss
carry-forward prior to the expira
tion of the two-year period. The
loss carry-forward given up by its
dissolution just prior to the end
of the two-year period might then
be worth less than the future bene
gained by writing up the assets.
Accounting systems have been
strained by the changes in tax law
relating to property and equipment
over the past several years. As a
result of the 1954 act, many com
panies adopted one of the acceler
ated methods for financial report
ing to preclude the need for two
sets of records. The guideline pro
cedures utilized averaging tech

of data does not contribute much
to management decision making.
Unless the accountant is willing to
do more than this, he cannot expect
to hold a place in the decision
process, or to be considered an es
sential part of the information sys
tem.
Abraham Charnes, Professor of
Mathematics, Economics, and
Engineering Science, Northwes
tern University, and William W.
Cooper, Professor of Economics
and Industrial Management, Car
negie Institute of Technology:
Turning next to the paper by Mr.
Tigges of Owens-Illinois we should
note that we prefer a slight rephras
ing of his statement that “the days
of accounting
‘the information
system’ of a company are fast draw
ing to a close.” We prefer to inter
pret this as meaning that the advent
of total information-instantaneous
display systems (e.g., of the kind
Mr. Tigges describes) carries with
it, rather, the need for viewing
accounting in a much broader light.
Conversely, we should say that the
concepts associated with such sys
tems carry in their train the op
portunity for securing a still broad
er view of the accounting function
in that the latter should no longer
be regarded
confined only to the
treatment of data that have first
been accorded a uni-dimensional

niques that were not completely
adequate for financial reporting,
and, as a result, many companies
decided to separate depreciation
for financial reporting from that for
tax purposes. Accurate predictions
of depreciation for book purposes
are a necessity if management is
to be informed of future earnings
potential. Accurate predictions of
depreciation for tax purposes are
equally important in attempting to
predict cash flows from operations.
Thus, two depreciation forecasts
were required.
The investment credit had an
impact on forecasting. Since it was
allowed only at the time the equip-

(e.g., dollar) scale. From the
broadened standpoint that such an
interpretation admits we may then
judge and evaluate the methods of
accounting relative to their ability
to deal with all aspects of business
information. That is, from this point
of view all such “information” must
be regarded as a part of accounting
whenever such data (intangible or
not) are relevant. To state the issue
even more sharply, we should say
that it is now becoming necessary,
increasingly, to distinguish be
tween “information” and “evidence”
where, once again, the latter is to
be interpreted as information that
has been processed in a way that
will, by and large, produce correct
actions by management. With this
rephrasing and change in emphasis,
then, we are wholly in agreement.
Note that this then carries with
it certain important connotations
and implications relative to the
way businesses are (or should be)
organized. This, too, is mentioned
by Mr. Tigges
he implicitly
notes the need for varying the
time and content of the reports (or
displays) by reference to the levels
of management involved. But we
doubt that even this will be enough
and it may well be the case that
system design will also have to be
extended to take account of . . .
managerial capabilities as well as;
potential interaction patterns. . . .
31
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In research and development budgeting, the judgments of the various operating
managers are translated into financial form, both as to investment and income.

ment was actually placed in oper
ation, it required supplementary
data. We found it necessary
develop a computer-oriented prop
erty system, which both provid
ed better control in forecasting
of capital expenditures and allowed
faster processing of asset records
in order to compute and predict
depreciation for book and tax pur
poses.

Better data for pricing
One of the areas where account
ing has made some of its greatest
advances over the past few years
has been in providing information
for pricing decisions. The computer
permits the manipulation of greater
amounts of detail, facilitating more
frequent revision of cost data as
well as the accumulation of more
actual performance information,
which, in turn, permits substan
tially more analysis for justification
of price differentials based on
cost/price relationships. The com
puter also provides the opportunity
to compare each prospective order
with an estimated standard cost,
thus allowing us to be selective
during periods of extremely highcapacity operation and to deter
mine what orders will be accepted
32

under a marginal contribution
theory when excess capacity is
available. As a sidelight, of course,
good cost information allows us
to be selective as to where we will
meet competition.

How much for R&D?
Managers continually ask “How
much should we spend on research
and development?” Historically, we
have given them little help. As a
result, the research and develop
ment budget has often competed
for funds with other activities on
the basis of the manager’s selling
ability, or sometimes a certain sig
nificant breakthrough in research
and development has attracted
more funds
that effort when the
funds could be better spent else
where.
One of the most useful develop
ments recently has been the use of
some of the new mathematical
techniques. For each major devel
opment project the judgments of
the various operating managers are
translated into financial form, in
terms of both investment and in
come. Originally these analyses
were made either on the best guess
of each manager as to what would
happen or on a minimum, most
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likely, and maximum basis. More
recently, through the development
of a computer program, we have
been able to incorporate risk anal
ysis to a much greater extent, since
the computer allows us to enter
a number of assumptions as to
quantities, prices, operating effi
ciencies, etc., together with the
various managers’ best judgments
as to the probabilities that each
of these levels will occur.
This procedure has been limited
primarily to developmental proj
ects rather than true research, and
it does not identify what the total
research and development budget
should be. Nevertheless, it cer
tainly is an aid to management in
screening out projects that, even
if successful, would have a rela
tively nominal impact on the busi
ness. Through post-audits of these
project analyses we are attempting
to sharpen the abilities of both the
engineering staff and operating
units in their analyses of future
programs.
These are only a few examples
to illustrate my point: If we are
innovative in integrating the prod
uct of other disciplines with ac
counting, the future for the use of
accounting data in decision mak
ing is bright.
Management Services
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Increasing mechanization on the production line has
outmoded some traditional costing and pricing tech
niques. This author proposes methods of calculating
overhead costs and of pricing that are better suited
to automation.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
COSTING AND PRICING
by Thomas S. Dudick
Ernst & Ernst

merican manufacturing the
overhead in product costing — nev
value of fixed investment per
er an easy task — has become both
production worker is rising stead more difficult and more important
than ever before.
ily. Whether you call this trend
Automation of manufacturing
automation or merely a continua

tion of the mechanization that be
processes is not always followed
gan with the Industrial Revolution,
by corresponding improvements in
costing practices. All too many
it is a fact of business ife, with
highly mechanized companies still
many implications for management
cling to the traditional practice of
planning and control.
using direct labor as the basis for
Introduction of more and more
applying overhead to the product.
costly equipment has substantially
It is much more logical to use ma
increased such overhead costs as
chine hours as a base since the
depreciation and maintenance. As
overhead costs associated with the
a result the proper assignment of
n

I
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equipment are usually more close
ly related to the hours of running
time than to the amount of direct
labor required to operate the ma
chine. Direct labor costs also
should logically be applied to the
product on the basis of machine
hours.
To continue the use of direct la
bor as the base for applying over
head to the product can result in
distorted product costs, particu
larly when the ratio of direct labor
operators to machines varies from
one product to another. Distorted
33
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This article describes a method for developing machine-hour rates for overhead costing . . .

product costs can produce serious
errors in pricing.
Misapplication of overhead costs
is not the only problem that auto
mation creates in pricing, how
ever. As mechanization increases,
direct labor costs usually shrink in
relation to material and overhead
costs. Since the end purpose of
capital invested in a business is to
obtain an adequate return on such
investment, it follows not only that
any procedures used to arrive at
product costs should allow for dif
ferences in the investments associ
ated with the various products but
also that the application of a mark
up on each product should reflect
a return on the investment em
ployed to produce that product.
Thus, pricing policies should rec
ognize and provide for an adequate
return on two major types of in
vestment — inventories and fixed
assets.
This article offers partial solu
tions to both the costing and pric
ing problems raised by automation.
It describes a method for develop
ing machine-hour rates for over
head costing, and it proposes a
concept of pricing for return on
investment.

Machine-hour rates
A multiplicity of machine-hour
rates must be developed to reflect
differences in various types of au
tomated equipment. In this case,
unfortunately, the difficulty of ac
curately allocating large service
department costs to small machine
centers creates risk of distortions; a
small percentage error in appor
tioning costs to a machine with a
small machine-hour base can have
a substantial effect on the rate.
To minimize such distortions, a
two-step apportionment
costs is
desirable. The first step is to ap
portion “basic” or general overhead
to broad machine groupings. Then
each type of equipment within the
34

larger group should be charged
with its share of such specifically
assignable costs as depreciation,
maintenance, and occupancy —
of which are measurable by ma
chine types with a reasonable de
gree of precision. These specifi
cally measurable costs are convert
ed to a “differential” machine-hour
rate that measures the cost differ
ence from one class of equipment
another within the broad groups.

ferential overhead calculated in
Exhibit 3 is assigned to types of
equipment to arrive at the differen
tial rates.
In Exhibit 5 on page 38 the basic
and differential rates are consoli
dated into a single rate for each
type of equipment. The labor cost
per machine hour is determined,
and the combined overhead and
direct labor rate is adjusted for
machine efficiency.

Computing machine-hour rates

Machine-hour base

Exhibits 1 through 5 demonstrate
the steps required for computation
of the machine-hour rates. The
function of each of these exhibits
may be summarized as follows:
Exhibit 1 on page 35 shows how
the available machine hours are
calculated and adjusted by a uti
lization factor to arrive at the total
machine-hour base for the major
machine groupings as well as for
the individual types of machines
within the groups.
Exhibit 2 on page 36 summarizes
the overhead costs that must be
allocated to the machine groups
and to the types of equipment
within the groups.
In Exhibit 3 on page 37 the total
overhead summarized in Exhibit 2
is split between basic overhead and
differential overhead. The compu
tation of basic overhead rates by
major groups is calculated in this
schedule.
In Exhibit 4 on page 38 the dif-

Exhibit 1 lists the production
equipment for which machine
hour rates must be developed.
Compression molding and injection
molding are considered as separate
major groups because of basic dif
ferences in the molding processes
and types of equipment used. The
compression molding group is then
broken down by the types of equip
ment making up this major group.
Within the injection molding group
the eight- and twelve-ounce ma
chines are combined because the
products of these machines are
very similar — and frequently in
terchangeable.
The automatic and semi-auto
matic groups have been combined
under the heading of Assembly be
cause
similarity in costs and
interchangeability of certain of the
products. Except for the pin ma
chines, the equipment listed un
der Metal Fabrication has been
grouped into a single center in this
example.
Within each of the foregoing
groups, the number of machines of
each type is extended by the num
ber of shifts to determine the avail
able machine hours per day. Avail
able machine hours are then ad
justed to allow for normal down
time of equipment for interrup
tions such as those occasioned by
repairs, adjustments, and change
overs. The daily running hours are
then multiplied by 21 days to ar-

THOMAS S. DUDICK is
manager in
Manage
ment Services Division
of Ernst and Ernst in
New York. Previously he
was budget director for
the Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories and was
associated with Raythe
on Company and Syl
vania ElectricProducts, Inc. Mr. Dudick is
author of Cost Controls for Industry and
has written numerous articles for professional
and trade publications.
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. . . and proposes a concept of pricing for desired return on investment.

rive at the number of hours in the
average month.

are distributed on the basis of the
amount of direct and indirect labor
payroll. Such costs as service de
partment labor, small tools, and
electricity are allocated on the basis
of machine hours.
All the items listed in Exhibit 2
are categorized for convenience in
identifying those that are fixed
and those that are variable. Sal
aried labor, which includes super
vision and clerical labor, would be
considered as fixed while hourly
paid labor would be treated as

For example, indirect labor in the
production department is a direct
charge because such labor is na
tive to the department and does
not require allocation from a gen
eral pool. Maintenance is another
such example. Here, historical rec
ords of maintenance costs have
been used
a basis. Since manu
facturing gas is used in only one
center, it is specific to that center.
Floor space is used
the basis
for allocating occupancy (rent
equivalent costs). Fringe benefits

Assignment of overhead
The average monthly overhead
of $73,188 is listed by item of ex
pense. Exhibit 2 allocates each of
these expense items to the major
equipment groupings on seven
bases. Direct charges, which ac
count for 43 per cent of the over
head dollars, are represented by
specific charges to a machine group.

EXHIBIT I

CALCULATION OF MACHINE HOURS

Equipment

Machine
Hours
Available
Per Day

Machines
Available
for
Production

Number
of
Shifts

16
9

384
216

10

3
3
3
3

43

3

3
1

Utilization
of
Equipment

Machine Hours
Per Day
Available for
Production

Machine Hours
Per Month
(21 Days)

Compression Molding

Rotaries
Stokes
Transfer Press
Strauss
Total

240

75
81
63
75

288
176
121
180

6,048
3,696
2,541
3,780

1,032

74

765

16,065

3
3
3

144
72
24

80
70
60

115
50
14

2,415
1,050
294

10

3

240

74

179

3,759

4
4
6

2
2
1
1

144
64
32

48

75

36

756

23

—

288

71

204

4,284

18
8
5
3
1
1
9

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

144
64
40
24
8

28

81

1,701

144

90

124

2,604

45

—

432

47

205

4,305

1

1

10

Injection Molding
4-ounce
8- &

96-ounce
Total

Assembly
Automatic Stakers
Semi-Automatic
Hand Stakers
Semi-Automatic & Hand Stakers
Closure Liners
Total

3,528

70

Metal Fabrication
Z & H—9-ton Presses
V & O-#0, #1, 25-ton, & 50-ton

Minster—22-ton
Benchmaster—4-ton & B & J
Brandeis—30-ton
Henry & Wright 60-ton
Pin Machines

Total
Wheelabrator

J

November-December, 1966
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EXHIBIT 2
BREAKDOWN OF OVERHEAD BY MAJOR COST CENTERS

INDIRECT LABOR-PRODUCTION DEPTS.

Total
Plant

Salaried
Hourly

Total Indirect Labor

Injection
Molding

Staking

Lining

502
274

$

$

$

776

$

Compression
Molding

1,757
3,992

$

5,749

$

136

660
2,552

567

$ 3,212

Allocation
Metal
Fabrication
Code

164
638

$

392

$ 802

$

392

1

$ 2,091

4

$

392

4

3,300
30

1
4
1
1

INDIRECT LABOR-SERVICE DEPTS.
Salaried
Hourly

$10,006
5,042

•

$15,048
1,114

Total
Less Transfers Out
Net Charge

7,942

$13,934

1,672

$ 1,811

418

$

PROCESS ENGINEERING

$ 4,679
2,067

Salaried
Less Transfers Out

2,612

1,489

340

313

78

8,620
200
1,000
1,400

1,795
114
1,000
350

1,500
26

$ 1,900
24

6

364

350

$11,220

$ 3,259

1,890

$ 2,274

$

314
114
1,140
314
342
63
231
2,808
28
9
215
4,818

71
26
260
71
78
62

66
24
240
66
72

$

Net Charge
MANUFACTURING EXPENSES
Variable

Maintenance
Small Tools
Manufacturing Gas
Supplies

Total Variable Mfg. Expense

294

42

$ 3,624

Fixed

$

Telephone & Telegraph
Miscellaneous
Power
Travel
Postage & Stationery
Water
Employee Insurance
Depreciation
Employee
Periodicals & Membership
Raw Material Losses
Mold Maintenance
Overhead Transfer
Professional Services
Occupancy
Discount Earned
New Equipment Design
Division Assessments
Warehousing Cost

550
200
2,000
550
600
700
7,200
85
15
650
4,818
2,000
25
4,600
(825)
1,260
3,045
3,150

Total Fixed Cost

1,512
13
2
58

16
6
60
16
18

83
30
300
83
90

252
1,584
31

42
216
5

70
1,080

240

59

200

1,800

14
2,116
(273)
403
1,736
1,040

644
74)
164
396
283

782
(305)
478
365
1,165

1
414
( 74)
76
91
284

4
644
( 99)
139
457
378

$30,748

$15,432

5,474

5,265

$1,230

$ 3,347

6,930
1,995

$ 2,287
658

1,039
299

2,495
718

$ 416
120

$

693
200

8,925

$ 2,945

$ 1,338

3,213

$ 536

$

893

$73,188

$31,843

$11,420

$15,949

$3,237

$10,739

4
4
4
4
4
7
1

4
5
1
1
4
5
6
4
5

LABOR FRINGE BENEFITS
Variable

Total Labor Fringe Benefits
Total Overhead

BREAKDOWN

Code
1 —
2
—
4
5 —
6
7 —

Direct Charges
Floor Space
Direct & Indirect Payroll
Machine Hours
Material Consumed
Adjusted Gross Sales
Other

ALLOCATION BY CODE
% of Total
43%
6
13
32
4
2

Amount
$30,787
4,600
9,710
23,731
2,975
1,260
125

100%
—

$73,188

Management Services
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173
431

$ $ $

$ 3105
3(

2

3

38

3

2

78

8

32
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BREAKDOWN OF BASIC AND DIFFERENTIAL OVERHEAD BY MAJOR COST CENTERS
Total
Plant

Compression
Molding

Injection
Molding

Staking

Lining

Metal
Fabrication

Total Monthly Overhead

$73,188

$31,843

$11,420

$15,949

$3,237

$10,739

Less Differential Overhead
Maintenance
Manufacturing Gas
Depreciation
Mold Maintenance
Overhead Transfer
Occupancy
Warehousing Cost

$ 8,620
1,000
7,200
4,818
2,000
4,600
3,150

1,795
1,000
2,808
4,818

1,365
—

2,000

160
—

3,300

1,512
—

216
—

2,116
1,040

1,800
644
283

1,584
—
200
782
1,165

—
414
284

1,080
—
—
644
378

$31,388

$13,577

5,604

$ 5,731

$1,074

$ 5,402

Total Basic Overhead

$41,800

$18,266

$ 5,816

$10,218

$2,163

5,337

Total Machine Hours

28,413

16,065

3,759

3,528

756

4,305

1.14

1.55

2.90

$ 2.86

Total

Differential

Overhead

Basic Machine-Hour Rate

$

$

$

1.24

EXHIBIT 3

variable. Non-labor expenses are
grouped
either fixed or variable.
Availability of this type of break
down provides management with
analytical tools needed for deter
mining breakeven points and the
relative profitability of products in
the line and for marginal contribu
tion analyses.

leaves $5,816. This is the basic
overhead for all the classes of
equipment in injection molding.
Dividing this figure by the total in
jection molding machine hours of
results in a basic rate of $1.55
for all types of equipment within
this major grouping.

Determining the differential rate

Calculating the basic rate
The last line on Exhibit 2 be
comes the first fine on Exhibit 3.
From this is subtracted $31,388 in
differential overhead made up of
items such as maintenance, manu
facturing gas, and depreciation,
which are specifically identifiable
by individual type of equipment.
Subtracting the breakdown of the
$31,388 by major machine group
ings from the breakdown of the
total overhead of $73,188 results in
a breakdown of the basic overhead.
Dividing this by the machine hours
of the major machine groups gives
the basic overhead cost per ma
chine hour for all types of equip
ment within the group.
Using injection molding for il
lustrative purposes, the total month
ly overhead determined for this
group in Exhibit 2 is $11,420. Sub
tracting from this the differential
overhead in the amount of $5,604
November-December, 1966

Published by eGrove, 1966
$
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Following through with the illus
tration of the injection molding
group, the $5,604 shown in the to
tal differential cost column, which
was determined to be the differen
tial overhead, is assigned in Exhibit
4 to the various types of equip
ment within the major machine
group.
The total of the differential over
head cost for each type of equip
ment is then divided by the ma
chine hours of that type of equip
ment to arrive at a differential ma
chine-hour rate.

Combining the rates
Exhibit 5 is the consolidation
schedule, which brings the basic
and differential rates together. For
injection molding the basic rate is
$1.55 per machine hour, while the
differential rate is $1.05 per ma
chine hour for the four-ounce

equipment, $1.85 for the eight- and
twelve-ounce, and $3.86 for ninetysix-ounce equipment.
To the overhead cost must be
added the hourly cost of direct
labor, which for the four-ounce
machine is $.45 per machine hour,
for the eight- and twelve-ounce,
$2.21, and for the ninety-six-ounce,
$2.30. Ordinarily the total overhead
and direct labor per machine hour
would be adjusted for machine ef
ficiency to equate for productivity.
In the case of the injection mold
ing equipment, this allowance was
included in the utilization allow
ance because the equipment had
been newly installed and no defin
itive historical information was
available to make a separate de
termination for machine downtime
as opposed to machine productiv
ity while running.

Return-on-investment pricing
Many small fabricating compa
nies have for years determined the
selling prices of their products by
doubling prime cost (material plus
direct labor). As fabricating equip
ment has become more and more
sophisticated in the last ten to fif
teen years, direct labor has be
come the smallest of the three ele
ments of cost while overhead, on
37
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BREAKDOWN OF DIFFERENTIAL OVERHEAD BY COST CENTERS

Mainte
nance

$8,620
Total Plant
Total Compression Molding
1,795
700
Rotaries
130
Stokes
433
Transfer Press
482
Strauss
Wheelabrator
50

Mfg.

$1,000
1,000
1,000

Depreci
ation

$7,200
2,808
2,364
344
392
633
75

Mold
Maint.

$4,818
4,818

O. H.
Transfer

$2,000

368
726
573

Occu
pancy

$4,600
2,116
727
296
741
317
35

$3,150
1,040
676

644
277
251
116

283
92
81

782

1,165

Total Injection Molding
4-Ounce
8- & 12-Ounce
96-Ounce

1,365
550
550
265

1,512
529
519
464

1,800
1,080
540

Total Staking

2,000

1,584

200

160

216

414

3,300

1,080

644

Total Lining
Total Metal Fabrication

*lncludes $20 for supplies and $50 for power

Whse.
Cost

Sup
plies

Power

Total
Differ
ential
Cost

$20
20
—
—
—
—

$50
50

20

50

$31,458*
13,647*
7,618
1,180
2,479
2,140
230

—
—
—

—
—
—

—

—
—
—

Total
Differ
Machine
ential
Hours MachineHour
Rate

28,502
16,524
6,048
3,696

3,780

.84
1.26
.32
.98
.57

—

5,604
2,528
1,941
1,135

3,759
2,415
1,050
294

1.85
3.86

—

—

5,731

3,528

1.62

284

—

—

1,074

756

1.42

378

—

—

5,402

4,305

1.25

1.49

cover wheelabrator machine rate.

EXHIBIT 4

EXHIBIT 5

CALCULATION OF MACHINE RATES

Overhead
Basic
Machine-Hour
Rate

Differential
Machine-Hour

$1.14
1.14
1.14

$1.26
.32

1.14
—

Labor Cost
Per Machine
Hour

Combined
Machine

Machine
Efficiency

Adjusted
Machine
Rate

.57

$2.40
1.46
2.12
2.12
1.71

$ .36
.19
.54
1.40
.25

$2.76
1.65
2.66
3.52
1.96
2.99

95%
95
95
90
95
95

$2.90
1.73
2.80
3.91
2.06
3.15

.45
2.21
2.30

3.05
5.61

3.86

2.60
3.40
5.41

2.90
2.90
2.90

4.52
4.52
4.52

1.40
2.10
2.10

5.92
6.62
6.62

90
90
90

6.58
7.36
7.36

2.86

4.28

1.85

6.13

90

6.81

2.49
2.49
2.49

.26
.39
1.81

2.75
2.88
4.30

85
85
80

3.24
3.39
5.38

Total
Machine-Hour
Rate

Compression Molding
Rotaries
Stokes
Transfer Press # 1
Transfer Press #2
Strauss
Wheelabrator
Injection Molding
1.55

4-Ounce
8- & 12-Ounce
96-Ounce

1.55

Allowance for machine
efficiency
uded with
% utilization of equip
ment. See Exhibit 1.

Staking

Automatic
Semi-Automatic
Hand Staking
Lining

Metal Fabrication

1.24
1.24

Pins
Automatic
Non-Automatic Metal

1.25
1.25

Management Services
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the other hand, has become sub
stantially larger — often the largest
of the three elements.
Since automated equipment and
the associated support facilities
represent a fairly large investment
in capital assets, it seems logical
that selling prices would be more
appropriately based on a proper
return on investment — inventory
as well as fixed assets. Although
fixed assets and inventory are not
the only items making up total in
vestment, they are very substantial
in most automated factories. In ad
dition to representing the predomi
nant segment of invested capital,
these two asset groups can be
fairly well pinpointed to the prod
uct line for which the investment
was incurred and are generally
controllable by the factory manager
since he is responsible for effective
utilization of his facilities and prop
er turnover of inventory.
If it is agreed that fixed assets
and inventory should be the basis
for measuring return on invest
ment, the problem then is to arrive
at a vehicle for equating markup
with return on inventory and with
return on fixed assets.

Calculating the desired markup
In the interest of simplicity, let
us assume that a 20 per cent re
turn on inventory and fixed assets
results in an adequate return on
total assets. Exhibit 6 on this page
shows how the two markup factors
would then be calculated:
If management’s goal is an an
nual return of 20 per cent on total
inventory and fixed asset invest
ment, then the amount to be recov
ered for the material content in
inventory is $100,000, while the
amount to be recovered for the
labor and overhead content is $75,000. The amount to be recovered
on fixed assets is $125,000.
The logical vehicle for recover
ing the first item of $100,000 is the
material content of the product
being sold. Let us assume for
purposes of illustration that the
amount of material consumed dur
ing the year (a turnover of four
November-December, 1966
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CALCULATION OF MARKUP

Amount of
Investment
MATERIAL-RELATED INVESTMENT
Inventory (material content)

INVESTMENT RELATED TO CONVERSION
Inventory (labor and overhead content)
Assets

TOTAL INVESTMENT

Return

Amount of
Return

500,000

20

$100,000

$ 375,000
625,000

20
20

$ 75,000
125,000

$1,000,000

20

$200,000

$1,500,000

20

$300,000

EXHIBIT 6

times per year) is two million. Di
viding the desired return of $100,000 by two million results in a
markup factor of 5 per cent.
Labor plus overhead is the logi
cal vehicle for recovering the in
vestment on the balance of the
inventory well as the investment
in fixed assets. The desired return
to be recovered on a labor and
overhead basis then is $200,000
($75,000 on labor and overhead
content in inventory and $125,000
on fixed assets). Assuming that la
bor and overhead content of prod
ucts made in a normal year totals
one million dollars, the markup
would be 20 per cent ($200,000
divided by $1,000,000).
Thus in costing up the product
for sale, the cost and markup to
arrive at selling price would be de
termined as shown in Exhibit 7
below. A pricing formula of the
type illustrated is, at best, only a
guide. Obviously no mathematical
formula can be applied universally;
it must be tempered by good busi
ness judgment. However, such a
formula can be very helpful in
maximizing profits through a more
logical application of the factors
that affect prices.
Some basic principles of pricing
products for maximum profits were
summarized by Bertrand J. Belda,
a partner in the firm of Ernst &
Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio, in the fol
lowing words:*

“Pricing products for maximum
profits must take into account three
fundamental factors: careful mar
ket analysis, sound costs, and mark
up techniques that are based upon
carefully planned business objec
tives.
“The market analysis should in
clude a penetrating study of prod
uct and territorial potentials, com
petitive conditions, and customer
needs and desires. Costs for pricing
purposes should be based upon cur
rent and future price levels and
should be determined in a manner
that will separate direct variable
elements from fixed charges. Final
ly, profit markups should be calcu
lated in a fashion that will recog
nize the significance of the varying
investment factors involved in the
production and sale of different
products.”

EXHIBIT 7

CALCULATION OF SELLING PRICE
Cost/M
Material (53 pounds @ $.10)
$5.30
Direct labor and overhead (.50
hours at $5.30/machinehour)
2.65

Total manufacturing cost
Markup on material—5%
Markup on labor and overhead
-20%
Selling
Note:

*Illinois Certified Public Accountant, vol.
XXI, no. 2.

$7.95

.27

.53
$8.75

the interest of simplicity, only
manufacturing costs are consid
ered.
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Automation presents serious enough problems to the
giant organization that can easily afford its own com
puter, Such problems are multiplied for the smaller
company, where computer usage can be very prob
lematical. Here’s the experience of one such company
— and the solutions found —

A PRACTICAL DATA PROCESSING
APPLICATION FOR A SMALL BUSINESS
by Stanley Shein
Baker & Baker

and talks on data
processing all too often dis
cuss such advanced applications
that the reader or audience is
more overwhelmed than helped.
 in
And generally the applications
volve giant industrial corporations
or government agencies which can
afford a lot of money and which
have little difficulty in absorbing
and justifying the economic bur
den of expensive data processing
projects. Unfortunately, most of us
have very few clients in these cate
gories.
For the public accountant whose
clients are primarily small busi
nesses with annual sales volumes
of from one to ten million dollars,
these grand-scale projects seem to
offer little practical information.
However, the public accountant
engaged in systems analysis (and
a growing number are these days)
should welcome every opportunity
rticles

A

to examine the expectations, meth
ods of implementation, successes,
and failures of various computer
projects. The study of others’ ex
periences with data processing will
not provide him with a thesaurus
of ready-made solutions, but it will
contribute to a working knowledge
from which he may develop the
appropriate solution to a particu
lar client’s problem.
Since data processing facilities
are fairly accessible today at a
reasonable cost, the advantages of
the computer are no longer out
reach for the small businessman.
Time-sharing computer service or
ganizations have begun to grow
and probably will become
com
mon a utility as electric com
panies. The forerunner of these
utilities has been with us for some
time in the form of the service
bureau. With the broad range of
hardware and software economic
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ally available, there is no excuse
for the systems analyst’s failing to
provide data processing solutions
whenever they are appropriate to a
client’s needs.
Management’s reasons for wish
ing to convert to computer appli
cations may range from sincere
and studied judgment to a mis
guided desire to keep up with the
Joneses next door. Frequently
what management claims to be the
problem is not the real problem at
all. And very often the installation
of a computer will merely serve
to wreak havoc with an already
faulty system.
The entire question of the feasi
bility of installing a computer is
merely a hard-headed dollars and
sense approach to return on in
vestment. The projection of sub
stantial cost savings by converting
from a manual to an automated
system should not be made withManagement Services
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The projection of cost savings by conversion from a manual to an automated sys
tem should not be made without first maximizing efficiency of the manual method.

out first maximizing the efficiency
of the manual method. It is true
that not all feasible computer proj
ects rest chiefly upon substantial
reductions in clerical labor. How
ever, whatever the objective, elec
tronic data processing proposals
should always be approached with
caution, with every possible con
sideration given to the manual sys
tem already in effect.
Fortunately, a clear definition
the problem to be solved and the
development of a good system do
not necessarily require a computer
installation. What is required is a
good systems analyst who can ex
amine the problem and decide
whether an abacus, a slide rule, an
adding machine, or a computer of
fers the most feasible solution.
Another point to be considered
when determining the feasibility
of installing a computer arises from
the GIGO principle — which, as
most people know by now, means
“garbage in — garbage out.” Inher
ent in computerized data proc
essing is the need for sound, re
liable input. Even though the com
puter tends to reveal many in
consistencies or inaccuracies in in
put, it cannot within itself correct
these errors. No matter how soph
isticated the hardware or how
comprehensive the programing, the
computer will merely produce
“garbage” if the source information
is inadequate. In fact, many com
panies, if pressed, will admit that
the greatest benefits of installing
a computer were derived from the

examination and revision of in
efficient or ineffective manual pro
cedures.
Our
recently conducted a
feasibility study for the XYZ Com
pany. The improved system that
resulted from the study could have
been accomplished years ago had
such a project been conducted
then.
technological break
throughs were required, although
at times these scientific break
throughs seem easier to achieve
than the corresponding necessary
social and business adjustments ac
companying systems revision.
The XYZ Company has an an
nual sales volume around six mil
lion dollars. The company manu
factures, jobs, and packages ap
proximately five hundred different
items. One of XYZ’s top execu
tives proposed the acquisition
a small, newly introduced com
puter to be used primarily to re
place the manual preparation and
invoicing of customer orders and
shipments. The president
XYZ







The feasibility study
A feasibility study revealed the
following:
1. Three clerks manually posted
orders to a preprinted stock list
form, which served as order, ship
ping copy, and invoice.
2. These three clerks handled
approximately 100 orders per day,
with an average of fifteen items
per order.
3. If the present manual system
were to be handled by a com
puter, each item ordered would
have to be keypunched as input
—resulting in an approximate total
of 1,500 punched cards daily, or
7,500 per week.
4. The present inventory situa
tion was inadequate to permit pre
billing, so that a shipping order
would have to be prepared, either
on a new document or on a car-

EXHIBIT I
ORDERS RECEIVED (IN UNITS)

Catalog
No.

Descrip
tion

Week
#1

Week
#2

Week
#3

Week
#4

Mini
mum
Inven
tory*

Open
Orders
(Un
shipped)

Inven
tory
on
Hand

*Minimum inventory is
addition (by computer) of weeks 1 +2 +3 +
representing
four-week supply of finished goods inventory.
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requested our firm to review the
proposal and make appropriate
recommendations.
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The systems analyst must first examine the problem and then decide whether
an abacus, an adding machine, or a computer offers the most feasible solution.

bonized copy of the order, which
eventually would be followed by
the actual invoice.
5. The costs of the proposed
computer would be approximately
$24,000 annually, plus the expense
of programing, training, and staf
fing, estimated at $20,000—a total
of $44,000 as compared with the
present operating expense
around $12,000 annually.
6. Examination of other opera
tions, such as payroll, accounts re
ceivable, and accounts payable, re
vealed no major functions for
which conversion to a computer
would provide any substantial
benefits.
7. The proposed computer was
basically scientifically oriented and
offered high computational speed,
but it also had low-speed input

STANLEY SHEIN is head
of the management ser
vices department at Bak
er and Baker in Wor
held
r, Massachusetts.
In

thea past he
op

erating and staff posi
tions at R. H. Macy,
New York City, and
Paragon (Texaco) Oil
Company. Mr. Shein is
member of the Bay
State chapter of the Systems and Procedures
Association.
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and output rates and included some
unnecessary features such as ran
dom access.
After reviewing the above find
ings, we came to the following
conclusions:
1. The proposed computer was
capable of handling the prepara
tion and invoicing of orders and
shipments, but it would cost ap
proximately three to four times
as much as the very simple but
highly efficient existing manual sys
tem it would replace.
2. The automated system would
replace relatively unskilled per
sonnel with highly skilled person
nel. This would make the operation
more susceptible to employee turn
over.
3. An additional clerk would be
the simplest and most economical
way of handling the anticipated in
crease in volume.
4. A simple tabulating installa
tion would be more feasible than
the computer. (The client wanted
a computer or nothing.)
5. The absence of good produc
tion and inventory control resulted
in a loss of profit to XYZ, and these
were probably the best potential
areas for mechanized data proc
essing.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2

6. A comprehensive status re
port would provide the most effec
tive tool for production and inven
tory control.
7. Such a report, to be timely,
should be updated weekly—and
the instantaneous response of an
on line-real time computer was un
necessary.

Recommendations
We recommended consideration
of the production and inventory
control status report shown in Ex
hibit 1 on page 41. We further
recommended that this report be
furnished by a service bureau each
Tuesday morning, reflecting the
status of production and inventory
at the end of the preceding week.
With the installation of a tabu
lating machine, at the present
volume level, we expected a total
of 15,000 cards to be keypunched
each week—7,500 cards represent
ing order details and 7,500 ship
ment details. Since this was to be
an internal report involving units
on order and in inventory, verifi
cation would not be required. Or
ders would be processed in batches
and adding machine taped to pro
vide batch control totals.
Management Services
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This program offered the advan
tage of complete flexibility. It was
based on the modular concept of
building blocks, so that other func
tions could be incorporated as de
sired. The program could be
stopped at any time without re
percussions on the basic day-to-day
operation. The status report would
parallel but not affect the present
manual system.
We estimated a total cost for the
project of approximately $125 per
week. This expense would be justi
fied not only by more efficient pro
duction and inventory control but
also by the educational and ex
perimental benefits to be gained
from being involved in the actual
capabilities and problems of data
processing.
XYZ’s management decided to
proceed. A keypunch machine and
an office temporary keypunch op
erator were obtained. All cards
would be keypunched on XYZ
Company’s premises.
Arrange
ments were made for a service bu
reau using a 1401 computer to
tabulate the report.
Rather than take an immediate
physical inventory of merchan
dise and orders, newly received
orders were coded as having been
punched, so that only these orders
would be initially tabulated as
shipments. At the end of four
weeks, management was confident
that all nonpunched orders would
be eliminated from the system.
At the end of four weeks the re
port looked like Exhibit 2 above.
Even without the physical inven
tory, the report is quite meaning
ful in terms of the rate at which
orders are received and the rate
at which finished goods are pro
vided for these same items. The
substantial volume of unshipped
orders, as related to the minimum
inventory, reflects the inadequacy
of the inventory on hand.
At the year end, the physical in
ventory was taken and made an
integral part of the status report,
shown in Exhibit 3, page 44.
Initially the report was confined to
one major line, which represented
60 per cent of the items. At year
November-December, 1966
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ORDERS RECEIVED (IN

UNITS)

Catalog
No.

Descrip
tion

Week
#1

Week
#2

Week
#3

Week
#4

Mini
mum
Inven
tory*

7915288

Pieces

112

82

92

102

388

Open
Orders
(Un
shipped)
288

*Minimum inventory is simply addition (by computer) of weeks 1 + 2
representing
four-week supply of finished goods inventory.

Inven
tory
on
Hand

3 + 4,

EXHIBIT 2

end the entire line was included,
and arrangements were made to
explode assortments and sets back
into basic items.
At this point, all that really re
mains are the usual glowing ap
probations. Most descriptions of
automated data processing appli
cations are notoriously deficient in
describing some of the seedier as
pects. The sheer volume of detail
involved in keypunching and veri
fying or batch totaling comes as a
shock to executives infected with
“computeritis” who see only the
impressive, instantaneous response
at the airline ticket counter. Our
client had to discover the truth of
the “garbage in—garbage out”
principle before appreciating the
necessity of what he had consid
ered as our over-elaborate control
procedure.
The client now has an impor
tant tool to enable him to ship
orders faster, yet reduce inventory
and short-run production costs. At
the end
a few weeks, at a very
small cost, XYZ gained greater in

sight into production and inven
tory control than some companies
that spend over $100,000.
Management’s
reluctance to
batch control or verify basic input
has delayed satisfactory comple
tion of this phase of the program
and subsequent development in
additional areas.
The educational benefits of
working with the installation and
tackling related problems have
seasoned XYZ’s management in the
vital area of data processing.
The value of the status report
and its use in production and in
ventory control has been demon
strated. Management has been
pressing for additional reports to
be run from the same basic cards.
For example, by keying in sales
men’s territories, we could sort the
keypunched cards of shipments to
provide a commission report and
analysis of sales by territory. The
analysis of territory sales by item
could disclose which items are do
ing well in one territory and not
selling at all in others—a matter

The status report would be timely if updated on a weekly basis. Obviously
the instantaneous response of an on line-real time computer was unnecessary.
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STATUS REPORT

EXHIBIT 3

of some significance to sales man
agement.
With account numbers key
punched into the card, we could
analyze open orders by accounts
(an area of dwindling importance
once the inventory is in balance).
We would produce sales reports
by account throughout the fiscal
period and observe the growth or
erosion of each account. This could
be another useful tool for sales
management.
44

As accountants, we would like to
see manufacturing costs of labor
and material among the next ap
plications.
We could also introduce decision
making capability by having the
keypunch machine print out data
on an exception basis, e.g., items
which are less than minimum in
ventory, items which exceed mini
mum inventory by 50 per cent, etc.
This could reduce the present in
ventory report from 25 pages,

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2

1,500 lines, to a one-page, 30-line
report—an inevitable requirement
in a large volume application.
Whether XYZ Company even
tually expands its tabulating equip
ment, time shares a computer, or
even installs its own computer will
depend on many factors—but the
status report and the experience
gained from implementing a key
punch system will form an im
portant cornerstone of any future
development.
Management Services
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Make or buy decisions can be vital to the financial
health of a company. And they are among the most
delicate and complicated questions management must
resolve. Such decisions should be reviewed and
analyzed periodically in terms of all current factors.

THE MAKE OR BUY DECISION
by Myron J. Hubler, Jr.
The Reliance Electric and Engineering Company

analysis is an area
article is limited to consideration
of management theory and
of make or buy decisions for com
practice with which every acponent parts of products manufac
countant should be familiar. Make
tured for sale in the normal course
or buy decisions must be made
of business. The following defini
periodically by nearly every manu
tion applies: “The right part at the
facturing company, and for many
right time in the right quantity at
these decisions are major deter
the lowest cost.”1
minants of profitability.
Thus limiting the scope of the
The procedures for make or buy
discussion makes it possible to use
analysis can be applied to a wide
the various levels of productive
range of decisions—new buildings,
capacity available from the exist
new equipment, tooling, parts
needed for the production of goods
1C. C. Cadiz, “Stampings — Should You
for sale, etc. For the sake of sim
Make Them or
Them?,” Iron Age,
September 23, 1954, p. 107.
plicity the subject matter of this
ake or buy

M
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ing facilities as the basis for cost
analysis. Additional complicating
factors that would have to be
taken into account with a broader
definition of make or buy, such
the discounted cash value of the
funds that would have to be in
vested in new equipment, the an
ticipated useful life of the equip
ment, and the like, can be omitted
from consideration. Therefore, this
discussion is confined to selected
factors to be considered in evalu
ating the proposed purchase of
parts from outside sources of sup
ply even though existing internal
45
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manufacturing facilities are ade
an analysis of comparative costs.
Fluctuations—In some industries
quate for the manufacture of these
There are, however, a number
the existence of seasonal and cy
products.
factors other than product costs
clical sales and production fluctu
Even with these limitations the
that may be of significant—in some
ations may make internal manu
make or buy decision is frequently
cases overriding—influence in the
facture of a part more desirable
a complex one. There are many
make or buy analysis. Among
than it would be otherwise. Items
ways of designing the same prod
these factors to be considered are
that would normally be purchased
uct, and there are many materials
the following: capacity, product
on the outside can be produced on
that might be used for one reason
quality, seasonal and cyclical sales
existing facilities to level out pro
or another. Any of these choices
duction.
and production fluctuations, proc
may require a change in manufac
ess secrets, employee welfare and
Trade secrets—The need to pro
turing method pr scheduling, in
good will, and technological inno
tect trade secrets may tip the scales
side or outside the company. With
vation.
in favor of the make decision. Com
such a multiplicity of choices
Capacity—Any decision to make
panies in defense production or
available, it is not surprising that
or buy must be preceded by an
those enjoying a definite market
a somewhat less than scientific
analysis of the capacity of existing
advantage from design patents or
answer is often forthcoming.
facilities. Issues to be considered
process secrets may want to do
It is important that the chief ex
include the number of shifts the
their own manufacturing in order
ecutive officer of the company spell
facilities will be in operation; when
to make sure to retain this ad
out the basic policies governing
overtime should be included (for
vantage.
make or buy decisions—the formu
example, if three shifts are already
Employee welfare and good will
las to be used and factors to be
working); and, possibly, when
—Even when a buy decision seems
taken into account might well be
work must be subcontracted at
fairly obvious, management may,
included in the management pro
maximum capacity levels.
for reasons of community stability
cedures manual—and specify the
Quality—In most cases it is as
and retention of skilled labor, wish
division of responsibilities among
sumed that comparable quality is
to continue to manufacture prod
the members of the management
available from internal and ex
ucts that might be purchased more
team. The cost accounting function
ternal sources of supply. This is
economically. The continued avail
might appear to be the logical one
not necessarily so. When special
ability of a dependable, trained
to determine whether a product
tolerances or special skills are re
manufacturing labor force is an
should be produced or purchased,
quired in the manufacture of a
intangible asset whose value de
but that is not necessarily the case.
part, the advantages of specializa
fies quantification for make or buy
Frequently the purchasing depart
tion may favor the buy decision.
analysis. Such decisions should be
ment is the one to initiate make or
To some extent, however, product
re-evaluated periodically by top
buy studies, and the production
quality is an intangible value. Ap
management.
and industrial engineering depart
Technological innovation—In in
pearance may affect subjective
ments often take part. For an
“quality,” as in the use of chrome
dustries that characteristically have
established product line, many
vs. aluminum boat fittings, without
a substantial amount of change in
the production details (including
necessarily relating to “quality” as
product from one year to the next,
make or buy) may be left up to
expressed in terms of product per
there is a tendency to favor out
the particular cost centers most
formance. Whether the part is to
side sources of supply. The greater
closely concerned.
be an internal or external com
potential for technological obsoles
Whatever the exact form of or
ponent may be an influencing fac
cence creates the risk of a much
ganization, all the specialized
tor in practical quality require
shorter period of cost recovery for
knowledge and skills of the man
manufacturing facilities and equip
ments.
ment. Particularly when exotic ma
agement team should be applied to
MYRON J. HUBLER, JR.,
terials, highly specialized labor,
these decisions, and an effort
CPA, is on
control
special tooling, and the like must
should be made to ensure that the
ler's staff—special proj
be
used, manufacturers often pre
basic policies become ingrained
ects of The Reliance
Electric and Engineering
fer to shift the risk to suppliers if
management thinking. Attention to
Company in Cleveland,
the profit improvement possibilities
they can.
Ohio. Previously he was
Other factors—There are other
of such decisions should become
supervisor of the tax
department at Ernst &
an established part of the corporate
factors that may favor either a
Ernst, treasurer of The
make or buy decision. If the prices
routine.
Thompson Electric Company, and on the in
charged by vendors appear un
ternal audit staff at Bendix Corporation. Mr.
reasonably
high in comparison with
Hubler is a member of
American Insti
Noncost factors
tute of CPAs,
National Association of
estimated costs of manufacturing
Accountants, and the Ohio Society of CPAs
or if special product guarantee or
Normally the make or buy deci
and is treasurer of the Tax Club of Cleve
land.
sion may be assumed to rest upon
liability responsibilities are in
46
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volved, the company may lean to
ward manufacturing the parts it
self. Trade practices of competi
tors, the estimated future demand
and continuity of design of the
product, and the value of the com
ponent
compared to the total
volume of business of the product
(usually based on one year’s us
age) may influence the decision
either way, depending on the out
come of the analysis. These and
other pertinent considerations that
may be known to the management
should be included in the list of
factors to be evaluated in making
an informed decision.
schedule similar to the one
shown in Exhibit 1 on this page is
frequently prepared for use in
evaluating the factors other than
product costs.2

MAKE OR BUY ANALYSIS

Reasons for Making

Reasons for Buying

1. Cost studies indicate it is cheaper for
you
make than to buy.

1. Cost studies indicate it is cheaper for
you to buy than to make.

2. Making fits your knowhow,
equipment, and your tradition.

2. Space, equipment, time, and/or skill
are not available for you to develop
the necessary production operations.

3.

your

Idle capacity is available to absorb
overhead.

4. What you are considering is unusual
or complex; direct supervision is need
ed
control.

3. Because of small volume, or because
of other capital
the investment
in making is not attractive.
4. You wish
else to face sea
sonal, cyclical, or risky market de
mands.

5. Making will facilitate your control of
parts changes, inventories, and deliv
eries.

5. The need for
techniques, or
equipment, makes buying more logical.

6. The part is hard

6. You think it is best for your execu
to concentrate on your specialty.

7.

transport.

design of the part or its process
ing is confidential.

7. You want a check on your own op
erations.

8. You do not wish to depend on a
outside source of supply.

8. Patents or customer-supplier relation
ships favor going outside.

Reprinted with permission from The Harvard
Business Review. Copyright, The
Business Review, 1955.

Product costs
There is a wide range of opinion
as to the costs that should be in
cluded in make or buy analyses.
Out-of-pocket, incremental, and
total costs may be pertinent and
should be included when appro
priate.
Generally, an analysis of make or
buy comparative costs should be
done on a worksheet that provides
for comparison of vendor quoted
(or known) prices and company
manufacturing costs. A worksheet
form such as that shown in Ex
hibit 2 on page 48 is suggested for
use in formal make or buy anal
yses. (The use of such a form is
assumed in the following comments
about selected costs; it should be
referred to for a clearer under
standing of this discussion.)
Direct variable costs—It is gen
erally agreed that the direct vari
able costs should be included in
the accumulated manufacturing
cost. Among the direct variable
costs are all direct material and
direct labor and any other out-ofpocket costs. Under unusual cir
cumstances (such as tight produc2Carter Higgins, “Make or
ReExamined,” Harvard Business Review,
March-April, 1955, pp. 118-119.
November-December, 1966
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assure

someone
special
to



 

EXHIBIT I

tion capacity) subcontract work
costs may be incurred; they should
be included direct variable costs.
A common fallacy in make or
buy studies is the assumption that
material costs will be the same for
both the vendor of parts and the
manufacturer of the final product.
The vendor’s history, regularity, or
quantity of purchases of a material
may enable him to obtain lower
prices than a newcomer to the field
might pay. The vendor’s knowl
edge of sources of supply is likely
to be superior to that of the manu
facturer. Sometimes purchasing
may even be from different levels
of supply; for example, the vendor
may be able to buy his materials
directly from the processor while
the company proposing to make its
own parts may have to buy from
distributors.
Another fallacy is the assump
tion that the two companies have
similar labor costs. The company
proposing to manufacture may
have, for example, a standard
labor rate of $3.50 an hour, while
the vendor may use semi-skilled
labor, students, etc., for a stan
dard rate of
an hour.

Direct variable overhead is more
difficult to define as an out-ofpocket or incremental cost. Among
the overhead cost items that may
be pertinent are the following:
1. Additional material handling
costs
2. Indirect labor
3. Additional hourly supervision
4. Special skills or training re
quired of employees
5. Overtime premiums (as ca
pacity costs begin to creep in)
6. Fringe benefit costs and other
variable overhead costs peculiar
to a particular industry
7. Set-up and tear-down time
required for equipment conversion.
(Conceivably there could be down
time initially to halt an operation
already on the machines, set-up
time for the next part, tear-down
time upon completion of manufac
ture of the new part, and new set
up time required to resume pro
duction. )
Any unusual capacity costs in
curred as a result of exceeding the
normal capacity of the existing
plant facilities should be included
under variable overhead costs. For
some products there also may be
47
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Dept. No.________________ _
Project or Part #
Quantity Needed
Date Needed

MAKE OR BUY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

DECISION

MAKE □ BUY □
Date
Prepared By
Approved By
Purchased
Cost

A.

1.
2.

3.

Variable Costs - Note A:
Material - Include Variations for Major Products
$
Labor - Include Variations for Major Products
Reroute
_______________
_______________
______________Skills
_
_______________
Shift
_______________
Premium
Incentive Pay
Etc.
Subcontract

Overhead:
1. Material Handling
2.
Indirect Labor
3. Hourly Supervision
4. Training - Include Special
5. Set up
_______________
________________
_______________
6. Overtime Premium
7. Vacation and Holiday Pay
8. Fringe Costs
9. Other Variable Costs:

B.

C.

Semi-Variable and Fixed Costs - Note B:

D.

Other
1.
2.
3.

Manufactured
Cost
$

_______________
_______________
_________ _ _______
______

_______________
________________________
_______________

Costs and Expenses - Note C:
Purchasing, Shipping, Storage, Testing, Etc.
Division Administration
Division Engineering
TOTALS

$

(NOTE D)

$

NOTES:

A.

Separate departmental labor hour and overhead rates may be
preferable to the use of composite rates.
Total direct labor standard hours required
The divisional rate for overhead applied should be redeter
mined as substantial amounts of direct labor hours are absorb
ed in the make or buy products.

B.

C.

These incremental and out-of-pocket costs are included only
when quantities being considered are substantial in amount.

D.

Includes vendor’s invoice price and adjustments for out-ofpocket non-compensating costs included in the manufactured
cost column.
Excess capacity costs should be included. YES□ NO□

Semi-variable and fixed costs may be included for specific
items.

Tooling charges should be included.

YES□ NO□

COMMENTS:

(Include vendor reference, delivery time, etc.)

MAKE OR BUY WORKSHEET

EXHIBIT 2
Management Services
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__________________
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OVERHEAD
RATE PER
HOUR-$

20

5

0

DIRECT LABOR
STANDARD HOURS
(IN 000’S)

EFFECT OF CHANGES IN DIRECT LABOR ON OVERHEAD RATE

EXHIBIT 3

special tooling charges of substan
tial size.

Semi-variable

fixed costs


The question of whether to in
clude semi-variable and fixed costs
in the analysis is one of the most
controversial in the discussion of
make or buy. Most production
supervisors will insist that only di
rect variable (out-of-pocket) costs
should be considered in any make
or buy decision. Conversely, al
most all the technical literature on
the subject contains warnings that
it may well be disastrous to ignore
the fixed and semi-variable costs.
The answer probably lies in the
length of the time period to be
covered by the make or buy anal
ysis. A short-run make or buy de
cision—for example, temporary in
ternal manufacture of the com
November-December, 1966
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ponent-may very well be based on
only direct variable costs. How
ever, since semi-variable and fixed
overhead costs will inevitably
change over the long run, they
should always be included in any
analysis involving the long-range
manufacturing program.
What is meant by the short run,
and what is meant by the long
run? For purposes of make or buy
analysis, an adequate definition of
short-run production may be de
vised on the basis of a representa
tive allocation of direct labor stan
dard hours. Production hours in
excess of this would be considered
long-run.
Management often assumes that
if there are direct labor hours avail
able because of idle capacity, then
this labor should be put to work
on manufactured products. It is
important to remember, however,

that as substantial amounts of di
rect labor hours are applied to the
manufacture of a product, any dis
tribution of overhead based on
such direct labor hours should be
revised accordingly. Exhibit 3
above illustrates the effect on over
head of changes in the utilization
of the manufacturer’s production
capacity.
Even in short-run make or buy
analysis, it is frequently desirable
to determine separate departmental
labor hour and overhead rates in
stead of using a composite rate for
the company. Thus, the manufac
turing costs that are calculated will
correspond more closely to the
costs quoted by outside vendors,
and departmental overhead respon
sibility will be more closely defined
as a result.
For the long-run make or buy
decision, such additional semi
49
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be evaluated for possible inclusion
adding substantially to the cost of
variable costs as shift premiums and
producing the additional or incre
in the long-run analysis of com
incentive pay should be considered
mental units.
parative advantages and disadvan
as incremental costs. Other incre
The righthand vertical margin
mental semi-variable costs may be
tages.
of this chart represents the ulti
incurred outside the direct pro
mate capacity of the existing facil
duction areas:
Effect of incremental costs
ities. The dotted line above and to
The purchasing department may
the right of total capacity repre
Chart 1 below and Chart 2 on
be more costly to operate when it
page 51 indicate the effects of
sents a shift in capacity—for ex
has to buy the raw materials neces
ample, if additional facilities were
incremental costs on total costs at
sary to manufacture the new com
provided through renting or con
various levels of production. The
ponent. Storage facilities required
structing space and adding to
problem
for
management
is
to
for these purchases may also be
equipment.
evaluate
the
significance
of
these
incremental cost. The engineering
The horizontal line representing
effects
for
the
make
or
buy
de
department is likely to incur sub
the
vendor’s selling price (the buy
cision.
stantial out-of-pocket costs for de
option)
partly outlines the crosssign changes, preparation of work
hatched
portion of the chart. The
ing drawings, and consultation and
Total range of capacity
cross-hatching
represents the po
coordination with the production
tential recovery of costs as a result
Chart 1 covers the total range of
control department on the best
of the decision to manufacture
capacity. At the extreme lefthand
methods of machine loading, rout
the part. (It is not inconceivable
side of the chart are the start-up
ing, and the like. Even the sales
that the vendor’s price will always
costs incurred as the result of open
department may increase its costs
be lower than the manufactured
ing the doors of a new plant fa
if the newly manufactured com
cost.)
cility.
ponent is added to the product
Two areas on the chart have
As capacity utilization ap
line,
sometimes happens. Other
special significance in the make or
proaches the normal level, the unit
administrative, cost accounting,
buy evaluation. The areas from 10
product costs should decline. At
clerical, and similar incremental
to 40 per cent of capacity and from
the extreme righthand side of the
costs may be incurred under par
70 to 95 per cent of capacity (as
chart total costs begin to increase,
ticular circumstances and should

CHART I
EFFECT OF INCREMENTAL COSTS AT ALL LEVELS
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shown) may involve price conces
sions negotiated from vendors as
an added incentive to buy.
The fixed overhead section of
costs is shown directly above the
direct variable costs. In many
short-run make or buy studies no
attempt would be made to recover
these costs; only direct variable
costs would be included.

: People, Events, Techniques

Normal capacity levels
Chart 2 concentrates on costs at
normal capacity levels. In this
chart the usual cost relationship
has been reversed; the total vari
able cost is shown as the initial
cost incurred. The portion of fixed
and semi-variable costs that will
remain constant at a given capacity
level has been added as a parallel
diagonal line above the variable
cost line.
The line representing the ven
dor’s selling price is based on an
assumption. This line has been

started at a point above the vari
able costs and includes a portion
of the fixed costs. This line rises
diagonally to the right and above
total costs for the manufactured
part. The assumption made in thus
drawing this fine is that it will
cross the total cost line at some
point, providing the initial point
for the decision whether to make
or buy.
diagonal line is drawn from
zero capacity through the point at
which the total cost line touches
the maximum capacity level. Its
purpose is to illustrate that
pro
duction increases within the capa
bilities of the present facilities, all
variable and fixed costs must even
tually be recovered.

Conclusion
This brief discussion of make or
buy analysis has been designed to
emphasize the importance of care
ful and intelligent appraisal of
make or buy factors. All make or
buy decisions should be completely
re-evaluated on a periodic basis to
avoid manufacturing stagnation
and the effect of what has been
November-December, 1966
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termed “creeping overhead.”3 Reg
ular and systematic make or buy
analysis should be a part of cor
porate management procedure. Re
sponsibility for the make or buy
program begins with the president
of the company; specific responsi
bilities are frequently delegated to
the controller, purchasing agent,
industrial engineering department,
plant manager, and/or other spe
cialists within the corporate struc
ture.
The statement, “It is always
cheaper to manufacture than to
buy,” is patently erroneous and can
lead to costly errors. If plant
capacity is used to excess, over
crowding and other operating in
efficiencies may lead to additional
variable cost absorption. Rerouting
of materials through the produc
tion process may disrupt load
levels and scheduling on the ma
chines. Long, efficient equipment
runs may be replaced by shorter,
less continuous cycles, greatly in
creasing such charges
set-up
time, overtime premiums, and the
like.
The use of out-of-pocket costs as
the sole criterion for evaluation of
make or buy alternatives should be
avoided as inadequate. Incre
3A. R. Oxenfeldt and M. W. Watkins,
Make or Buy, McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, New York, 1956, p. 62.

mental costs, overhead absorption,
and any other factors that may ap
pear important to the management
team should also be considered.
If short-run manufacturing cycles
consume a large part of the pro
duction schedule for the manufac
turing facilities, the total costs in
curred should probably be ana
lyzed on a job shop basis. This
type of analysis is also appropriate
for a series of long production
runs on manufactured parts that
use a substantial portion of the
direct labor hours within the
limitations of the facilities.
The final point of this discussion
—and one of great importance—is
that an analysis prepared for a
make or buy decision should never
be used as the basis for the cost
computations needed to increase
the gross profit percentages on
sales product lines. The applica
tion of make or buy principles
should not be allowed to obscure
the analysis of other more compli
cated problems confronting man
agement.
There is always some way to re
duce product costs. The problem
for those responsible for the make
or buy decision is to determine
which choice will save money,
how much it will save, and
whether the time required for the
analysis is justified by the saving
eventually achieved.
51
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“Operations research" still has an esoteric and for
bidding sound to many businessmen and their ad
visors. Yet it can be a significant aid—if supported
by the right data. And this accountants can supply
if they know the needs—

WHAT OPERATIONS RESEARCH
MEANS TO THE ACCOUNTANT
by Joe F. Moore
Bonner & Moore Associates, Inc.

by the mathematical
symbolism and scientific jargon
of operations research, many ac
countants have tended to view this
relatively new field of management
thought with hostility or indif
ference. Often they have either
opposed it as a potential competi
tor in the supplying of information
to management or ignored it
a
fad that will go away.
Such reactions are shortsighted.
The interplay between the opera
tions researcher (or management
scientist) and the accountant is al
ready extensive, and it is growing.
Accounting is both a supplier to
and a customer of operations re
ntimidated

I

search; much of the management
scientist’s raw data must come
from the accounting department,
and many of his recommendations
must be carried out through the
accounting system. As the opera
tions research approach begins to
exert a strong influence on manage
ment thinking, it is becoming more
and more important for the ac
countant to understand this new
discipline and learn to work with
its practitioners.

Definition
The term operations research
can be defined on two levels: in
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terms of philosophy and in terms
of technique. On the philosophical
level, operations research may be
defined as the application of scien
tific methods to problems that
have traditionally been considered
nonscientific. In terms of technique,
operations research may be defined
as a methodology that includes
such techniques as mathematical
simulation, statistics, optimization,
and various methods of electronic
computation.
Operations research can prop
erly be called a scientific disci
pline. It was originally formalized
during the years of World War II
and began to find industrial appli
Management Services
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cation a few years after the war.
As an approach to problem solv
ing, operations research may be
compared with the early work of
John Galbreath and other pio
neers in the field of industrial en
gineering. Galbreath’s classic study
of bricklaying is a good example
of the application of scientific
methods—in that case analyzing the
various energy and motion require
ments of mortaring bricks into
place in a vertical wall.
The concept that many manual
tasks could be studied, organized,
and made more efficient through
observation and calculation was
revolutionary at the beginning
the Twentieth Century. Today,
this concept is commonplace, and
virtually all industrial companies
have industrial engineering de
partments. Operations research is
closely related to this discipline,
and, indeed, many universities
place their operations research cur
ricula in schools of industrial en
gineering.
However, the subjects for oper
ations research study differ from
the various production operations
that are subject to study by the
conventional industrial engineering
techniques. Operations research
study in industry concerns activi
ties at the management level
a corporation. Usually, the prob
lem involves situations that can
not be counted or measured by
weight, color, or dimension. Typ
ically, the operations research study
deals with the interactions among
management decisions, production
efficiency, product demand, manu
facturing costs, and product price.
Therefore, an operations research
study is primarily based on eco
nomic measurements. Ordinarily,
the principal objective of an oper
ations research study is the re
duction of all measurements of ef
ficiency and performance to com
mon economic units.
Although application of opera
tions research techniques began
before the advent of the electronic
computer, the practice of opera
tions research today is almost com
pletely dependent on these ma
November-December, 1966
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chines. Since operations research
frequently involves systems that
cannot be reproduced in a labo
ratory or on a microscopic scale,
the techniques of mathematical
simulation become important. The
simulation of an economic system
having any degree of complexity is
impossible without the modern
electronic computer. Statistical
analysis of large quantities of data,
such as marketing, manufacturing,
and price data, is also impractical
without a computer.

Objectives
There is no such thing as an
“average” operations research study,
but all projects have certain things
in common, including organiza
tion of the work effort. Any op
erations research study must be
gin with a definition of the prob
lem. This initial step is more im
portant in operations research
work than in any other field
scientific study because the prob
lems to be solved are generally
broad in scope with many facets.
The original problem statement
may simply consist of describing
two or three symptoms of trouble
and stating that the purpose of the
study is to find the cause or
causes. Occasionally the problem
can be stated more succinctly, e.g.,
to define an optimum strategy for
scheduling production and con
trolling inventory to supply a spe
cific market.
During the problem definition
phase a good operations research
team determines the potential
F. MOORE is presi
dent of Bonner & Moore
Associates, Inc., in Hous
ton, Texas. While em
ployed by Humble Oil
and Refining Company,
he gained experience
in
process
operation,
process design, and
nomic evaluation. Mr.
Moore has directed Bonner & Moore activity
in industrial expansion studies, investment
evaluation, plant simulation, and operations
research. He is
registered professional en
gineer and
member of the American Insti
tute of Chemical Engineers and the American
Management Association.

profit that may be realized as a
result of the study. Information
must be available to calculate the
economic effects of various actions
if the researcher is to predict what
profit improvements might be pos
sible through some increase in ef
ficiency, either in decision making
or in the operation of a plant or
organization.

Information gathering
When the objectives of the study
have been clearly defined, the next
step is to survey the information
available. This information can be
of two types. The first type, data
that objectively measure events, in
cludes such traditional data as
manufacturing costs, production
rates, sales prices, and transporta
tion costs. The second type of in
formation includes management ex
perience developed through years
of decision making that can pro
vide insight into cause and effect
relationships.
One specific technique of opera
tions research, industrial dynamics,
uses only data that reflect cause
and effect relationships and ig
nores the traditional types of data
used to measure performance. If
all cause and effect relationships
can be properly understood and
correctly related to each other,
then the dynamic operation of a
business or physical system can be
simulated and controlled to im
prove performance.

Model building
The next step in an operations
research study is usually the con
struction of mathematical models,
which serve the same purpose as
laboratory equipment. These mod
permit experimentation with
the system to study present per
formance and to develop new
methods of improving performance.
Many specific techniques have been
developed for solving specific
classes of mathematical models.
Some common ones include linear
programing models and transporta
tion or distribution models. Experi53
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mentation with these models and
being reported to the incorrect cor
the use of optimizing techniques to
porate officer, because decisions
determine how a system operates
were being made at the wrong
best under a specific set of circum
level of management, or because
stances provide data that the op
measurements were being made

erations research analyst uses to
and reported in terms that were
develop his broad conclusions.
not compatible with the experience
and judgment of the man making
the decisions. The implementation
Recommendations
of study recommendations in each
The conclusions and recommen
of these cases would involve the
dations for actions resulting from
development of a new management
an operations research study can
information system or modification
take several general forms.
of an existing system.
First, a specific recommendation
Another kind of conclusion that
Operations research study
might be made to modify some
might result from an operations re
operating practice or to pursue
search study is a recommendation
can result in a number
some specifically different sales
that some particular mathematical
strategy. In the same manner, a
model or simulation be used to
of conclusions.
recommendation might describe a
evaluate certain operating deci
Some are:
new raw material purchasing pol
sions. In this case the operations re
icy or new manufacturing pro
search study would create a tool
A recommendation might be
cedures to reduce operating costs.
that would be added to others that
second type of recommenda
executives use in making their
made to modify some
decisions. The management infor
tion might list several alternative
operating practice or pursue
mation system could be considered
actions for management decision.
to include mathematical models
These recommendations could in
some specifically different
clude capital investment programs,
and simulations that reflect the ef
fects
of certain decisions on oper
new
product
introductions,
or
the
sales strategy.
elimination of certain unprofitable
ations and on corporate profita
Another might list several
operations.
bility.
Both of these first two types of
alternative actions for
recommendations provide specific
Relation to accounting
objective answers that could be im
management decision. These
plemented to obtain the desired
An operations research study and
results. It is possible, however, to
recommendations could
a company’s accounting system are
reach a totally different kind of
closely related in several ways. The
include capital investment
recommendation or conclusion,
accounting system is the primary
which
reviews
the
decision
proc
source
of much of the data used
programs, new product
esses and attempts to define better
in the preparation of mathematical
decision structures or procedures
introductions, or the
models or in statistical studies. The
for performance of day-to-day cor
accounting system provides a type
elimination of certain
porate business. For example, the
of information useful in defining
operations research study might
cause and effect relationships in the
unprofitable investments.
recommend a new information or
decision making process since most
reporting system to inform specific
data for decisions must evolve from
managers of facts needed to make
the accounting system. And the
routine decisions. This sort of con
accounting system may be used
clusion would be appropriate if the
as a vehicle for implementing the
operations research analyst simu
recommendations and conclusions
lated the cause and effect relation
of the study.
ships among events and decisions
and discovered that decisions were
Data availability
not being made in accordance with
The use of accounting data in
the profit objectives of the cor
operations research work can be
poration. This inconsistency could
discussed from two standpoints:
arise because events were being
(1) how these data are developed
measured inadequately, because
and recorded, and (2) the ease
the measurements of events were
54
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with which various types of data
can be retrieved.
The most important data that
an accounting system must provide
for management decision are those
that provide a basis for estimating
the effect on profitability of some
particular projected action. If the
cost of an operation is particularly
low, a manager may decide to in
crease the extent of this operation.
If the cost appears to be unduly
high, the manager may decide to
reduce or eliminate the operation.
Since operations research person
nel are interested in devising
methods for improving decision
making, the operations research
analyst needs the same data that
the manager would use.
The proper aggregation and ac
cumulation of costs will vary ac
cording to the type of decision in
volved. For example, a decision to
eliminate—or expand—a marketing
area must take into account the
total cost of the marketing effort.
Since the decision affects a major
segment of the marketing func
tion, the total costs must be allinclusive, from the salesman to
headquarters administrative over
head. Conversely, a decision to
reallocate customers to warehouses
or distribution points requires a
different accumulation of costs. In
this case, many costs are fixed
with respect to these choices and
are not involved in evaluating the
alternatives.
Before making a decision to
build a new process plant, the ex
ecutive must consider different
cost factors from those involved in
a decision to expand an existing
plant. To build a new plant, more
land must be provided, new equip
ment must be stocked for main
tenance and repairs, and new op
erating personnel must be hired.
Expansion of an existing facility
might not require hiring more op
erating personnel, and additional
labor costs would be negligible.
Addition of a similar process in an
existing plant would probably not
require maintaining stocks of new
equipment, and the administrative
burden for an expanded plant
Published
by eGrove, 1966
November-December,
1966
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would be different from that for
a new manufacturing facility.
Analysis of these problems de
pends heavily on the separation of
fixed, semi-fixed, and variable costs.
An operations research specialist
recognizes that different questions
must be answered with different
classes of cost data.

Data deficiencies
It is certainly not reasonable to
assume that all accounting systems
will be readily able to provide cost
breakdowns tailored to every indi
vidual’s specific need. However, an
accounting system that recognizes
the difference between fixed and
variable costs is more useful for
analysis and decision making than
one that treats all costs equally. In
our operations research work we
have been able to make ready use
of existing accounting data where
costs have been individually cate
gorized in detailed reports before
their accumulation for overall profit
and loss calculations. When costs
are accumulated methodically into
categories that have a reasonable
relation to the physical events that
incur those costs, the accounting
system can be directly useful to the
manager and the operations re
search analyst.
Conversely, an accounting sys
tem that does not develop indi
vidual cost breakdowns related to
physical events but produces only
accumulated and allocated cost re
ports is not useful for operations
research analysis. In addition, such
a system is dangerous for a man
ager to use if he is not complete
ly cognizant of how all the cost
data are developed. In one recent
case it was necessary for the opera
tions research analysts to develop
a complete data processing re
trieval system, starting with mag
netic tape reels containing source
transaction files. The company ac
counting system, through meaning
less descriptions of cost categories
and arbitrary allocations, made it
difficult to determine the relation
of costs to physical events.
An example of cost allocations

An accounting system that

recognizes the difference
between fixed and variable

costs is more useful for
analysis and decision making

than one that treats all
costs equally.

When costs are accumulated

methodically into categories
that have a reasonable

relation to the physical
events that incur these costs,
the accounting system can

be directly useful to the

manager and the
operations research analyst.
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It is usually assumed that

an accounting system must
be designed to fulfill

certain specific
requirements. A management

information system,
however, must be designed

to fulfill a myriad of

information requirements,
many of which cannot be

foreseen or predicted at the
time the system is developed.

that obscure the relationships the
operations research analyst is try
ing to develop can be cited from
a recent study. The client had an
oil terminal located near a state
line; different tax structures ex
isted for the two states.
pipeline
to a truck-loading rack was con
structed across the state line. The
truck-loading rack was assigned a
separate location code from the
pipeline and expenses were allo
cated to the two location codes by
the terminal accounting clerks. The
costs of the combined operation of
loading rack and terminal were
allocated on a capital investment
basis. There was no way to deter
mine from the cost accounting sys
tem the effect of increasing or de
creasing the rate of loading at the
truck-loading rack.
Another example is a situation
in which a warehouse distributes
products to dealers and also serves
as a retail outlet operating through
a single office. If different location
codes are established for these two
operations and the cost allocated
on some basis, cost records will
not show whether or not the retail
operation is actually showing a
profit or what are true costs of
warehouse distribution.
These problems pose particular
difficulties in operations research
studies because the studies are
usually not limited to a single ter
minal or single warehouse but in
clude all the terminals and ware
houses of a given company. Fre
quently, a laborious search through
each cost center structure is neces
sary to determine cost allocation
methods and to ensure that all
costs are included and that costs
relevant to the operations research
study are available.

Data retrieval
Personnel performing an opera
tions research study also encounter
the problem of retrieving data from
an accounting system. There is no
single method that can conve
niently provide retrieval for all
varieties of cost accounting data.
However, it is common in opera
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tions research studies to require re
trieval of data that are closer to
the source transactions than the
finished accounting reports. This
may necessitate development of an
accounting system designed to per
mit starting with source transac
tion files, which would be saved,
and to provide facilities for inter
mediate processing and aggrega
tion without having to complete
the prescribed fiscal accounting
procedures.
The modern concept of a com
puter-based management informa
tion system implies flexible data
retrieval capabilities and modular
ity in the structure of data proces
sing programs. It is usually as
sumed that an accounting system
must fulfill certain specific require
ments.
management information
system, however, must be designed
to fulfill a myriad of information
requirements, many of which can
not be foreseen or predicted at the
time the system is developed.
Therefore, retrieval ability and
modularity of processing become
primary design criteria. When
these design criteria are satisfied,
corporate operating data may be
used by various people for a va
riety of purposes. The operations
research analyst becomes one of a
large group of people who utilize
the corporate information system.

Cost center application
As was previously discussed, the
allocation of costs is a major prob
lem in determining the relation of
accounting data to particular phys
ical events. This same problem of
cost allocation appears in another
form: the definition of cost center
and profit center. Giving a man
ager profit responsibility and some
incentive to improve performance
seems like a good practice. How
ever, there are so many pitfalls in
such an arrangement that it would
not surprise me if more of these
systems were detracting from cor
porate profits than contributing to
them.
direct consequence of this
management practice is that cost
and profit center definitions be
Management Services58

come imbedded in the accounting
system.

Misapplication
An example of cost center ac
counting misapplication that re
sulted in financial loss may be cited
from our experience.
company
set up all of its plants as profit
centers and accumulated all fixed
and controllable operating costs at
the plant level. Sales and admin
istrative costs were allocated on a
relatively fixed formula. The sales
outlets were also placed on a profit
center basis and given the oppor
tunity of buying products from
that plant which would supply
them at the lowest cost. Freight
was equalized on all shipments.
As a result, if one plant begins
losing volume, its unit cost rises
because of the fixed cost alloca
tions not under control of the plant
manager. When the plant’s costs
rise, then it cannot compete with
other company plants in supplying
products to sales outlets. The
plant’s volume becomes distributed
over all other plants, lowering their
apparent costs and raising its ap
parent costs still further. This proc
ess continues until the corporate
management decides that the plant
is unprofitable and must be closed.
This decision is then followed by
a decision to build a new plant.
In this particular case, new plant
designs have not achieved any op
erating economies over plants of
much earlier vintage. Therefore,
when new plants are constructed,
they have controllable operating
costs virtually identical to those
the plant that was closed. All over
head costs are then reallocated to
the new plant, and the cycle be
gins all over again.
Not only are these events result
ing in the expenditure of substan
tial capital funds with questionable
justification, but transportation
costs paid to move products from
plant to distribution point are dis
guised through the practice
equalizing freight rates. The com
pany in question is slowly ap
proaching a financial crisis because
November-December, 1966
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of this situation. However, results
of the operations research study
have demonstrated to company
management that the accounting
system is not providing appropri
ate information to the managers
and that the existing concept of al
locating and treating costs is de
structive to rational decision mak
ing.

Conclusion
Operations research is profound
ly affecting the thinking and ac
tions of modern managers. There
fore, the needs of the operations
research analyst are rapidly be
coming the needs of the scientific
and analytical manager.
It becomes necessary for people
designing accounting systems to at
tain an understanding of the de
cision processes that are inherent
in their particular company or in
dustry. This knowledge is not lim
ited to understanding the physical
operations of a particular plant or
its methods of transacting busi
ness. It requires an understanding
of the decision processes involved
in conducting the corporation’s
business on a short- and long-range
basis.
The information requirements
for these decision processes must
be delineated. The resulting ac
counting system must fulfill the
fiscal and auditing requirements of
the corporation. It must also pro
vide a flexible capability for re
trieving and analyzing corporate
statistics of all kinds by methods
not necessarily foreseen at the
time the total system is designed
and initiated.
Finally, the modern accounting
system must reflect the constant
change that occurs in the structure
of modern corporations. Modern
management control requires that
information systems expand and
keep pace with the rapid changes
in products and organization that
are dictated by our economy. This
requirement presents a challenge
that can be met by effective use of
modern operations research tech
niques.

It becomes necessary for
people designing accounting

systems to attain an
understanding of the decision
processes that are inherent

in their particular company

or industry. This knowledge

. . . requires an under
standing of the decision
processes involved in

conducting the corporation’s
business on a short- and

long-range basis.
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Concepts for Management Ac
counting by Walter B. McFar
land, National Association of Ac
countants, New
1966, 166
pages, $4.95.
This little volume is an attempt
to build
theoretical framework
to guide the practice of manage
ment accounting. Although some
may quarrel with some of its
premises, particularly when ap
plied to public reporting, it is
worthy of every accountant’s at
tention.

Unlike most of NAA’s research
studies, which merely report on
existing practices, this book is in
tended to be prescriptive rather
than descriptive. The author, the
association’s research director, has
sought to unify the findings of pre
vious research studies into “state
ments of what constitutes good
practice.”
Good practice is defined as
“practice which yields information
which is relevant, valid, and con
sequently reliable for its intended
uses.” In order to be useful, Mr.
McFarland asserts, accounting data
must be relevant to the purposes
of its recipients. Thus, it is the
principal thesis of his book that

relevance to intended purpose is
the fundamental test for apprais
ing accounting theories and tech
niques. Such standards as fairness,
rationality, conservatism, and non
distortion, he argues, are merely
matters of opinion.
Utility to management is a reas
onable criterion for internal finan
cial reporting. Some eyebrows may
be raised when Mr. McFarland
goes on to apply it to external re
porting, as he does. (He defines
management accounting
en
compassing the entire range of eco
nomic information needed by those
who manage a business enterprise
and by those who provide its
capital.)

REVIEW EDITORS
In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering
the Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines
in the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. can
didates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
R as the review board for this department of Manage
serve
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.
Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
E. J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
Don DeCoster, University of Washington, Seattle
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obert L. Dixon, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
Willard J. Graham, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill
Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
H. P. Holzer, University of Illinois, Urbana
Walter B. Meigs, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles
Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East
Lansing
John H. Meyers, Northwestern University, Chicago
Carl L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
Rufus Wixon, University of Florida, Gainesville
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The last part of the book, in
which the author discusses income
statements and balance sheets
from the standpoint of relevance
to their intended uses rather than
from that of generally accepted ac
counting principles and procedures,
may be controversial. The first
part, in which he outlines manage
ment’s information needs for profit
planning and measuring perform
ance by projects, by products and
markets, and by management re
sponsibilities, is not.
The focus is on the kinds of fi
nancial information accountants
should present rather than on the
ways of measuring and reporting
this information. Thus, specific
techniques are described only
briefly.
The result is a tightly written,
somewhat abstract set of generali
zations. As a complete theory of
management accounting, this book
may not be the last word. But it
does provide a theoretical frame
work that is worth developing
further.

Zero Defects by James F. Halpin,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York, 1966, 228 pages, $10.50.
The latest fad in quality assur
ance programs, Zero Defects, is
described here by the man who
originated it.

Zero Defects, a management
program aimed at the reduction
errors and defects through preven
tion (“do it right the first time”),
has been widely copied in Amer
ican industry since it was devel
oped by the Orlando, Florida, di
vision of Martin Company some
five years ago. An article in Man
agement Services (“Zero Defects
and You” by Robert Smith, Janu
ary-February, 1966, p. 35) de
scribed its application at General
Motor’s Allison Division.
Now Martin-Orlando’s quality
director has produced a how-todo-it manual for establishing a ZD
program. He tells how to organize
November-December, 1966
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the project; how to motivate man
agement, employees, and suppliers;
how to measure performance of
production, clerical, administrative,
and professional workers; and how
to maintain momentum.
This book is not unbiased. The
author has a vested interest in his
technique. The carping of skep
tics, who note that Zero Defects
is basically a propaganda effort
and thus vulnerable to the vagaries
of shifting psychological forces, is
largely ignored. But for those who
have already decided they want
to attempt a Zero Defects program,
this is probably the definitive work.

MAGAZINES
Are CPA Firms Taking Over
Management Consulting? Forbes,
October 1, 1966.

This article reviews the growth
of management services practice in
the CPA firms and forecasts more
of the same.

As others have noted before,
management services is playing an
increasingly important role within
the CPA
and CPAs now oc
cupy an increasingly important
place in the world of management
consulting.
Forbes attributes the “booming”
consulting practice of the CPA firms
to the computer, which has forced
them into electronic data proc
essing, not only by threatening
to eliminate low-level accounting
work but by presenting them with
the opportunity to combine com
puter knowhow with understand
ing of information systems. The big
firms, the magazine reports, are ex
panding rapidly into the field of
general management consulting.
(Most of the CPA firm partners
interviewed pooh-poohed the prob
lem of potential loss of audit inde
pendence.) The small firms are
computerizing their write-up work,
often with the help of service cen
ters, and adding management serv
ices to retain their audit clients.

The small industrial engineering
consulting firms and the small CPA
firms that haven’t kept up with the
computer are the two groups most
squeezed by the competition, ac
cording to Forbes.
Some of the magazine’s conclu
sions may be questionable—for ex
ample, its prediction of mergers be
tween general management con
sulting firms and CPA firms—but
its report on the new look in pub
lic accounting is timely, lively, and
reasonably accurate.

Some Cost Accounting Problems
in PERT/Cost, by Laurence S.
Hill, The Journal of Industrial En
gineering, February, 1966.

The focus of this article is on a
general category of cost accumula
tion problems affecting the opera
tion of the PERT/Cost system.
These cost accounting considera
tions are based on findings derived
from field investigation in several
companies during early attempts to
implement the system.
After opening with a brief dis
cussion of the essence of PERT/
Cost, Mr. Hill is quick to point out
that some of the difficulties dis
cussed are inherent in more tradi
tional cost accumulation systems as
well as in the PERT/Cost system.
Basically, it appears that the major
costing problems discussed are oc
casioned by the “work package”
concepts of PERT/Cost.
The principal problems of cost
planning, determination, and con
trol of direct labor stem from the
greater number and definition of
work orders (or counterparts) re
quired for PERT/Cost than is
usually necessary with other sys
tems. Lack of full cooperation of
employees in charging to correct
work orders is one problem. A sec
ond problem is that certain dis
crepancies exist between levels and
categories for application of labor
rates in traditional accounting
methods and PERT/Cost.
The work package, as originally
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conceived, presents a somewhat
different problem for material ac
counting. It calls for an allocation
of materials costs to various work
packages and has a tendency to
so scatter the materials charges
throughout various accounts that
proper control and analysis of price
and quantity variances are difficult.
The author suggests that separate
work packages for materials may
be more appropriate than present
concepts. In addition, the timing
of charges to the project can be
important in predicting material
variances far enough in advance to
allow adequate corrective action to
be taken.
Overhead is reported as a single
line item in PERT/Cost, and over
head activities are usually not in
cluded in the network. Better con
trol might be attained by expand
ing overhead into its basic cate
gories, such as indirect labor, oper
ating supplies, and
on. Also, the
fixed and variable elements of bur
den cost should be defined for bet
ter control.
Finally the author points out the
possible necessity of including gen
eral and administrative expenses,
that is, corporate-level burden, if
PERT/Cost is to be most effective.
The problems presented, as well as
others, may well be solved as ex
perience is gained with PERT/
Cost. Mr. Hill indicates that solu
tions may consist of modifications
and redefinition of certain PERT/
Cost concepts
now conceived
plus some extension of the analysis
and reporting functions.
W. R. (Bill) Ross
Assistant Professor
Oklahoma State University
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JUST PUBLISHED — The Most Comprehensive Study of
Current Financial Reporting Practices Available Anywhere

ACCOUNTING TRENDS

and

TECHNIQUES

IN PUBLISHED CORPORATE ANNUAL REPORTS . . . 1966 EDITION
SOME OF THE SUBJECTS ANALYZED

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

trends

Customary statements . . . Form . . . Title . . .
Terminology . . . Notes to
statements ...
Retained earnings presentation . . . Stockholders'
equity statements . . . Restatements of prior year's
for
Income . expenses
leases
subsidi
taxes
. . Conversion
SEC
rule
14a-3.
cial statements
showproxy

Over
Easy

financial

BALANCE
SHEET
Segregations of cash and/or securities . . . Trade
receivables . . . Terminology for “uncollectible ac
counts” . . . Inventory presentation . . . Claims
refunds of income taxes . . . Terminology for “ac
cumulated depreciation" . . . Long-term
.. . 
Unconsolidated subsidiary and affiliated companies
... Associated companies ... Intangible assets ...
Accounts payable—current liabilities ... Income tax
liability . . . Short-term borrowing and long-term
indebtedness . . . Deferred income-credits . . .
Appropriations and reserves . . . Classification of
capital stock . . . Treasury stock . . . Stock option
and purchase plans . . . Consolidation of
aries . . . Post balance sheet disclosures.

Analyzes 600 1965-66 Annual Reports . . . Provides More
Than 1,000 Examples and Illustrations . . . Contains
100
Comparative Tables . . . Highlights Current Developments and
Significant Trends . . . Fully Indexed for Quick
Reference


If you are a professional accountant or
executive
concerned with the preparation or audit of financial statements,
you probably know how helpful and time-saving this unique
study can be.
Designed so that it may be used as a working manual,
systematically covers
virtually every aspect of today’s financial statements and audi
tors’ reports to show you exactly what forms, terminology and
techniques are currently being used.
accounting trends and techniques

Specific examples and illustrations drawn from the reports
studied will permit you to compare your present financial re
porting practices with those of other corporations and account
ing firms. And comparative tables will
you at a glance
what trends have been developing since 1946—especially dur
ing the past year.

INCOME STATEMENT

Sales, cost of goods sold and gross profit presenta
tion . . . Pension and retirement plans . . . Depre
ciation—methods .. . Depreciation—guidelines and
rules ... Income taxes—current estimate (including
deferred income taxes)... Income
—alloca
tion . . . Adjustments for prior year income taxes
. . . Carry-back and carry-forward of operating
losses . . . Extraordinary items . . . Earnings per
share . . . Earnings per share—extraordinary
items . . .
from foreign operations . . .
Cash flow . . . Source and application of funds.

RETAINED EARNINGS AND
CAPITAL SURPLUS
Cash dividends . . . Accounting treatment of stock
dividends and splits . . .
of debentures
into common stock . . . Retirement or redemption
of capital stock . . . Treasury stock transactions
. . . Pooling of interests . . . Liquidations and dis
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Foreign exchange losses.
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The Financial Wizards
Sometimes it seems as though the guys in the plant are work
ing against you instead of with
But that can change.
For The System is here. Developed and field-tested by
Standard Register. The people who’ve been working to
make paperwork simpler for over 50 years.
The System records data where data originates. In man
language and machine-language. Simultaneously.
The heart of The System is a machine called the Source
Record Punch. An inexpensive, electric data collector.
Anyone can use these machines to record constant, semi
variable and variable information. About material, produc
tion, inventory, or whatever.
The Source Record Punch prints and punches a compact

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol3/iss6/2
in

form set. Paper copies serve as action documents and audit
trail copies. And a tab card copy is made for immediatedata processing.
So facts are captured as they’ born. Accurately. And
quickly. And with less trouble for everyone.
Contact The Standard Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
45401, and find out how economically The System can be
installed.
Once it’s
the guys the plant will solve most of your
cost control problems for you. Whether they know it or not.

Source Record

hTM by Standard Register
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